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(3) SAFETY EVALUATION - PART A

The item to which this evaluation is applicable represents:

Yes No X A change to the station or procedures as described in the FSAR;
or a test or experiment not described in the FSAR?

If the answer to the above is "Yes", attach a detailed description of the item

being evaluated and an identification of the affected section(s) of the FSAR.

(4) SAFETY EVALUATION - PART B

Yes No Y Will this item require a change to the station Technical
'

Specifications?

If the answer to the above is "Yes," identify the specification (s) affected
and/or attach the applicable pages(s) with the change (s) indicated.

'

(5) SAFETY EVALUATION - PART C

As a result of the item to which this evaluation is applicable:

Yes No I Will the probability of an accident previously evaluated
in the FSAR be increased?

Yes No Will the consequences of an accident previously evaluated
in the FSAR be increased?

Yes No May the possibility of an accident which is different
than any already evaluated in the FSAR be created?

Yes No 3 Will the probability of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR
be increased?

Yes No [ Will the consequences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR'

y be increased?
,

Yes No ') May the possibility of malfunction of equipment'

important to safety different than any already evaluated
| in the FSAR be created?

[ Will the margin of safety as defined in the bases to anyYes No
Technical Specification be reduced?

If the answer to any of the preceding is "Yes", an unreviewed safety
|

question is involved. Justify the conclusion that an unreviewed safety
| question is or is not involved. Attach additional pages as necessary.
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.

[} ALARA EVALUATION CECKLIST
:_ .

(1) Station: Cat awba Unit. 1 X 2 X 3

Other:

(2) Checklist Applicable to: C#/C[A[6STO O7

(3) ALARA Evaluation

Check those items belov'which were censidered applicable during the preparation
and review of this document.

.

Flushing and draining was used te einimize source - strength and con-
tacination levels prior to performing an operation.

Permanent and/or movable shielding was specified for reduction of
levels.

L/ Use of permanent or te=porary local exhanst ventilation systems was
used for control of airborne contamination.

___ Operation was designed to be completed with the least prac.ticable time
spent in the radiation field. '

.( . perforned.
Appropriate tools and equipment vppe specified for the opeYatich to be

L/' The operation was designed considering the minimum number of people
necessary for safe job completion. _

Renote handling equipment and other special tools were specified to
reduce external dese.

Centamination - centrol techniques were specified.

| L/' The cperaticn was designed to be eencucted in areas of as low an
exposure as practicable.i

i

Additicnal ALARA considerations were:

.

I

.

I

r

|

| ALARA Principles ere not considered since the procedure did not
I involve work in a radiation area.

b Date ,7-/2 - #c( (5) Prepared by:
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(6) Reviewed by: d.Y.% Date 3. \a,- qs;;
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OP/0/A/6550/07

DUKE POWER COMPANY
CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

PREPARATION FOR REFUELING*

1.0 PURPOSE

1.1 The purpose of this procedure is to provide a functional check of
the following equipment prior to their use for fuel and component
handling.

3.0 New Fuel Elevator

4.0 Spent Fuel Pool Manipulator Crane

5.0 Fuel Transfer System

6.0 Leactor Building Manipulator Crane

7.0 RCC Change Fixture
.

8.0 Comnunications

9.0 Fuel Handling Tools

2.0 LIMITS AND PRECAUTIONS

2.1 Small tools or other items used on the fuel handling bridges must be.

! secured by a safety line or other positive means.

2.2 Remove all loose articles from pockets before working over the .

Reactor, Canal, or Fuel Pool. Personnel monitoring equipment must

( be secured with tape.

2.3 Do not exceed the drag forces as imposed in Enclosure 10.1.

2.4 Do not energize the underwater lights unless they are submerged.

2.5 Bypass switches are only to be used in accordance with Station
Directive 3.1.17.

2.6 Refer to Catawba Technical Specifications.

2.7 Refer to Catawba Limitations and Precautions (OP/0/A/6100/08).

2.8 only qualified operators and trainees under their supervision, as
determined by the Superintendent of Operations, will operate the
cranes.

'

.

|

|
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2.9 No load shall be lowered below the point where less than two full
,

wraps of rope remain on the hoisting drum.

2.10 The brakes should be set and all handwheels removed prior to elec-
trical operation of any motor drives.

2.11 Use extreme caution when handling the dummy fuel assembly to prevent
damage due to lateral loading of the fuel assembly.

2.12 Check the hoist, trolley and bridge drive mechanisms for oil leakage
and wipe dry if any leakage is found. Notify Fuel Handling Supervisor
if excessive leakage occurs.

2.13 The overhead fuel handling crane will be parked over the fuel
receiving area when not in use.

2.14 The Rod Control Cluster (RCC) Change Fixture carriage position
cannot be observed from the operators location. A second operator
must determine visually that the carriage is in the proper position
before the dummy fuel assembly or RCC Element is inserted or removed.

2.15 Containment integrity must be maintained while fuel and component
handling is actually in progress in the Reactor Building.

2.16 Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation (VF) must be operating and discharging
through one train of operable HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers when:

1) Moving irradiated fuel in the storage pool.

2) During crane operation with loads over the storage pool containing
irradiated fuel.

2.17 Local radiation monitoring equipment (EMF's) or equivalent substitute
monitors must be operable for equipment checkout or operation in the
presence of irradiated fuel.

2.18 Sections do not need to be completed sequentially as long as all
initial conditions are adhered to. Steps within a section need not
be completed sequentially as long as all steps are completed before
co:pletion is noted on Enclosure 10.3.

2.19 verify with Maintenance Supervisor that periodic maintenance on fuel
handling equipment has been completed.

3.0 NEW FUEL ELEVATOR

3.1 Initial Conditions
-

Date/ Initial

/ 3.1.1 The dummy fuel assembly is in the Spent Fuel Pool.

/ 3.1.2 The new fuel elevator is in the full down position..

/ 3.1.3 The Spent Fuel Pool Manipulator Crane is in operation per
section 4.0 of this procedure. -

:

-
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3.2 Procedure

Date/ Initial

/ 3.2.1 Using the Spent Fuel Manipulator Crane, place the dummy
fuel assembly in the new fuel elevator basket.

/ 3.2.2 Position the Spent Fuel Pool Manipulator Crane away from
the new fuel elevator so that the bridge and trolley are
clear of the elevator.

/ 3.2.3 Depress the "UP" pushbutton on the elevator hoist pendant,
verify the elevator does not move.

/ 3.2.4 Place the bypass key switch to the bypass position.

/ 3.2.5 Depress the "UP" pushbutton on the elevator hoist pendant,
verify the hoist starts moving "UP", verify the "DOWN"
light goes of f.

/ 3.2.6 When the elevator is full up, verify the hoist stops and
the "UP" light illuminates.

'

/ 3.2.7 Depress the "DOWN" pushbutton, verify the hoist starts
moving down, verify the "UP" light goes 'of f, then stop the
elevator.

/ 3.2.8 Record the load cell readout in Enclorure 10.2.

/ 3.2.9 Adjust the readout to J3000f, verify the "0VERLOAD" light
illuminates.

/ 3.2.10 Depress the "UP" pushbutton on the elevator hoist pendant,
verify the hoist does not move.

/ 3.2.11 Adjust the readout until the "0VERLOAD" light goes "OUT"
and the "NO LOAD" light illuminates.

/ 3.2.12 Depress the "DOWN" pushbutton on the elevator hoist
pendant, verify the hoist does not move.

/ 3.2.13 Peset the readout as recorded in step 3.2.8.

/ 3.2.14 Depress the "DOWN" pushbutton on the elevator hoist
pendant, verify the elevator starts moving down.

/ 3.2.15 When the elevator is full down, verify the hoist stops and
the "DOWN" light illuminates.

,

/ 3.2.16 Using the Spent Fuel Pool Manipulator Crane, remove the
dunmy fuel assembly from the elevator basket and restore
the dummy fuel assembly in the Spent Fuel Pool.

/ 3.2.17 Place the key bypass switch in the "0FF" position.
|

1
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Date/ Initial

/ 3.2.18 Depress the "UP" pushbutton on the elevator hoist pendant,
verify the hoist starts moving "UP", verify the "DOWN"
light goes "0FF*', then stop the elevator.

/ 3.2.19 Depress the "DOWN" pushbutton on the elevator hoist pendant,
verify the hoist starts moving "DOWN".

/ 3.2.20 When the efevator is full down, verify the hoist stops and
the "DOWN" light illuminates.

/ 3.2.21 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.

4.0 SPENT FUEL POOL MANIPULATOR CRANE

4.1 Initial Conditions

/ 4.1.1 The Spent Fuel Pool Manipulator Crane Dillon has been
calibrated per IP/0/A/3050/10C (Fuel Handling Load Cell
Calibration) . .

/ 4.1.2 The dummy fuel assembly is in the spent fuel pool.

4.2 Procedure

/ 4.2.1 Verify that air is available to the gripper assembly, with
the pressure gauge reading 70-100 psi.

/ 4.2.2 Verify that the emergency handwheels are mounted in the
storage position.

/ 4.2.3 Verify the sprocket on the selsyn drive is properly engaged
in its chain.

/ 4.2.4 Unlock the console and verify that all interlock bypass
' switches are in the "0FF" position.

/ 4.2.5 Place the circuit breaker (inside the console) to the "0N"
position. (ACB Breaker)

| / 4.2.6 Open the door of the Motor Control Center (MCC) on the
bridge and place the IC3 circuit breaker and the Monorail|

Hoist Feeder Breaker in the "0N" position.

/ 4.2.7 Place the following circuit breakers in the lighting panel
board in the "0N" position. ~

/ 4.2.7.1 Bkr. No. 1 Control, Selsyn, Dillon

/ 4.2.7.2 Bkr. No. 2 Console Receptacle

/ 4.2.7.3 Bkr. No. 3 Walkway Receptacle
t

i / 4.2.7.4 Bkr. No. 4 Console Receptacle

.

_y__ m _ - y_ _,,.% ,._.r__ ..____y_.,__m,. ,.,_ - - ,,7y _ ., __ m __y,_,,,. , ,
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Date/ Initial

/ 4.2.7.5 Bkr. No. 5 Walkway Receptacle

/ 4.2.7.6 Bkr. No. 6 Shaded light for Target

/____ 4.2.7.7 Bkr. No. 7 Bester Deenergizer

/ 4.2.8 Place the " MAIN POWER" and " LIGHTING" breake'rs (on the
outside of the MCC) in the "0N" position.

/ 4.2.9 Verify the power light "0N" for the fuel bridge area
monitor.

/ 4.2.10 Verify Dillon has been calibrated within the last 6 months.

/ 4.2.11 Close and lock the console.

/ 4.2.12 Check (push-to-t est) all indicating lights. If any light
fails to illuminate, replace bulb and check again.

/ 4.2.13 The following should be illuminated:

/ 4.2.13.1 " GRIPPER DISENGAGED" (OPAL) .

/ 4.2.13.2 " GRIPPER UP DIS ENGAGED" (GREEN) .

/ 4.2.13.3 " MONORAIL HOIST FULL UP" (GREEN).

/ 4.2.14 Verify Power available to the auxiliary hoists by momentarily
depressing the "DOWN" pushbutton, then the "UP" pushbutton.

/ 4.2.15 Rotate the bridge drive control handle to the LEFT.
Verify that the bridge moves smoothly without excessive
noise or vibration and with increasing cpeed as the handle
is moved from the neutral position. (NOTE: When the
handle is moved to the left, the bridge should move East) .

/__,_ *,.2.16 Slowly bring the bridge to a stop by slowly returning the'

control handle to the neutral position.

/ 4.2.17 Rotate the bridge drive control handle to the RIGHT.
Verify that the bridge moves smoothly without excessive
noise or vibration and with increasing speed as the handle
is moved from the neutral position. (NOTE: When the handle
is moved to the right the bridge should move West).

/ 4.2.18 Slowly bring the bridge to a stop by slowly returning the
control handle to the neutral position.

/ 4.2.19 Rotate the trolley control handle to the FORWARD position.
' Verify that the trolley moves smoothly without excessive

noise or vibration and with increasing speed as the handle
is moved from the neutral position. (NOTE: When the

.
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handle is moved to the forward position, the trolley.

should move South).

Date/ Initial

/ 4.2.20 Slowly bring the trolley to a stop by slowly returning the
control handle to the reutral position.

/ 4.2.21 Rotate the trolley control handle to the REVERSE position.
Verify that the trolley moves smoothly without excessive
noise or vibration and with increasing speed as the handle
is moved from the neutral position. (NOTE: When the
handle is moved to the reverse position, the trolley
should move North) .

/ 4.2.22 Slowly bring the trolley to a stop by slowly returning the
control handle to the neutral position.

/ 4.2.23 Lower the gripper tube by rotating the hoist control
handle LEFI until the " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" light
(GREEN) goes "OUT".

/ 4.2.24 Retate the bridge control hgndle to the LEFT and RIGHT and
verify that the bridge does not move.

/ 4.2.25 Rotate the trolley control handle to the FORWARD and
*

REVERSE positions and verify that the trolley does not
move.

/ 4.2.26 Raise the gripper tube up, verify the " GRIPPER UP
DISENGAGED" light (GREEN) comes "0N" and the hoist stops.

/ 4.2.27 Raise the New Fuel Elevator to the full "UP" position.

/ 4.2.28 Position the Disengage Plate onto the basket of the New
Fuel Elevator.

NOTE: Reference hole in the Southwest corner.

/ 4.2.29 Lower the New Fuel Elevator to the full "DOWN" position.

/ 4.2.30 Center the Mast over the New Fuel Elevator basket.

NOTE: In order to move the bridge lef t index the trolley
o n r ed "W" .

/ 4.2.31 Using the hoist control handle, lower the gripper tube
doen until the Slow Zone #2 light (AMBER) comes "0N". The
hoist should stop at this point.

/ 4.2.32 Continue lowering the gripper tube by pressing " JOG DOWN"
pushbutton on the pendant station.

/ 4.2.33 Verify the hoist stops When the gripper is seated properly
onto the disengage plate and the " SLACK CABLE" (BLUE)
light comes "0N".

-- --

- - _ _ -
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i Date/ Initial

/ 4.2.34 Verify the "Z-Z" tape reading and Dillon readout.

/ 4.2.35 Place the gripper control switch to the " ENGAGED" position
and verify that the " GRIPPER ENGAGED" light (GREEN) comes
"0N" and the " GRIPPER DISENGAGED" light (OPAL) goes "OUT".

/ 4.2.36 Depress "J0G UP" on the pendant station until the hoist
clears the slow zone, then turn the hoist control handle

RIGHT to raise full speed and verify the hoist stops, and
" GRIPPER TUBE UP" light (GREEN) comes "0N".

/ 4.2.37 Verify the "Z-Z" tape reading and Dillon readout.

/ 4.2.38 Move the Mast away from the New Fuel Elevator basket until
the bridge and trolley are centered in the middle of the
pool.

NOTE: Move trolley to index plate "W" to allow bridge,

right notion.

/ 4.2.39 Depress the hoist "J0G UP" pushbutton on the pendant
station and verify that the hoist does not operate.

/ 4.2.40 Place the " HOIST INTERLOCK BYPASS" (TS-2) in'the " BYPASS"
'

~

position. Verify that the "BOIST INTERLOCK BYPASS" light
(RED) comes "0N".

I / 4.2.41 Rotate the hoist control handle lef t slightly and hold at
i a slow hoist speed.

/ 4.2.42 As the hoist drive is operating turn the bridge and trolley
control handles in both directions and verify that the
hoist drive continues to operate and neither the bridge,

[ nor trolley drives operate.

/ 4.2.43 Return the hoist control handle RIGHT slightly and hold ati

a slow hoist speed.

/ 4.2.44 As the hoist is operating turn the bridge and trolley con-
trol handles in both directions and verify that the hoist
drive continues to operate and the bridge and trolley
drives to not operate.

/ 4.2.45 Release the hoist control handle.
,

/ 4.2.46 Using the hoist control pendant station, push "J0G DOWN"
pushbutton and verify that the hoist moves "DOWN".

/ 4.2.47 While holding the "J0G DOWN" pushbutton, turn the bridge
control handle in both directions; then the trolley
control handle in both directions and verify that neither
the bridge nor trolley drives operate.

_ __ __
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Date/ Initial
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/ 4.2.48 While holding the "J0G DOWN" pushbut ton, turn the hoist
control handle to both the RIGHT and LEFT and verify that
the hoist continues to operate at slow speed in down
direction.

/ 4.2.49 Release the "J0G DOWN" pushbutton and verify that the
hoist drive stops.

/ 4.2.50 Push the "J0G UP" pushbutton on the control pendant'

station and verify hoist moves UP in slow speed.

/ 4.2.51 While holding the "J0G UP" pushbutton, turn the bridge
control handle in both directions, then the trolley
control handle in both directions, and verify that neither
the bridge nor trolley drives operate.

/ 4.2.52 While holding the "J0G UP" pushbutton, turn the hoist
control handle to both the RIGHT and LEFT positions and
verify that the hoist continues to move UP at slow speed.

/ 4.2.53 Release the "J0G UP" pushbutton when the " GRIPPER 'IUBE UP"
light (GREEN) comes "0N".

/ 4.2.54 Turn the trolley control handle to the forward position*

(in slow) and hold. While the trolley is moving forward:

/ 4.2.54.1 Rotate the bridge control handle in both direc-
tions and verify that the bridge drive does not
operate.

/ 4.2.54.2 Rotate the hoist control handle in both directions-

and verify that the hoist drive does not operate.

/ 4.2.55 Release the trolley control handle.

/ 4.2.56 Turn the trolley control handle to the REVERSE position
(in slow) and hold. While the trolley is moving in reverse:

/ 4.2.56.1 Turn the bridge control handle in both directions

and verify that the bridge drive does not operate.

/ 4.2.56.2 Turn the hoist control handle in both directions
and verify that the hoist drive does not operate.

/ 4.2.57 Release the trolley control handle.
l

i / 4.2.58 Turn the bridge control handle to the LEFT slightly (in
slow) and hold. While the bridge is moving to the lef t:i

i

/ 4.2.58.1 Turn the trolley control handle in both direc-,

| tions and verify that the trolley drives does

| not operate.

|

|
|
' ^ ~ ~ ~ ^T _ . _

~~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ^
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Date/ Initial

, / 4.2.58.2 Turn the hoist control haedle in both directions
I and verify that the hoist wrive does not operate.

/ 4.2.59 Release the bridge control handle.

/ 4.2.60 Turn the bridge control handle to the RIGHT slightly (in
slow) and hold. While the bridge is moving to the right:

!

/ 4.2.60.1 Turn the trolley control handle in both directions '

and verify that the trolley drive does not
operate.

/ 4.2.60.2 Turn the hoist control haadle in both directions
and verify that the hoist drive does not operate.

/ 4.2.61 Release the bridge control handle.

/ 4.2.62 Using the hoist control bandle then jog pushbutton,
position the gripper tube approximately four (4) feet from
the top stop position and stop the hoist.

,

/ 4.2.63 Manually move the actuating arm of LS-4 to the up (open)
position.

/ 4.2.64 Rotate the hoist control handle RIGHT (up full speed)
verify the hoist does not move.

/ 4.2.65 while holding the hoist control handle, lower the actuating
arm of LS-4 until the hoist drive actuates then af ter 2-3,

seconds release the hoist control handle and verify that
the hoist drive de-activates.-

/ 4.2.66 Using the hoist drive handle, position the hoist to the
top position, and verify the "Z-Z" tape reading.

: / 4.2.67 Verify that the bridge and trolley drives actuate by

; turning the bridge and trolley control handles.

/ 4.2.68 Center the Mast over the New Fuel Elevator basket.

/ 4.0.69 Using the hoist control handle, lower the gripper tube
| down until the Slow Zone il light (AMBER) comes "ON". The

~

hoist should stop at this point.

: / 4.2.70 Continue lowering the gripper tube by pressing the "J0G
l DOWN" pushbutton on the pendant station until the Slow
i Zone il light goes out. The hoist control handle is

functional at this time.

i / 4.2.71 Record Dillon reading in Enclosure 10.2.

| / 4.2.72 Adjust the tare setting on the dillon to J2100 lbs.

i *

. - . . , - . , - - - . , - - . . . - . - - - . - .-
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/ 4.2.73 Place the " HOIST INTERLOCK BYPASS" (TS-2) in the "OFF"
position.

/ 4.2.74 Using the hoist control handle, then the "J0G DOWN"
pushbutton on pendant station, lower the hoist to verify
down movement.

/ 4.2.75 Adjust the tare to F2100 lbs.

/ 4.2.76 Using the hoist control handle, then the "J0G DOWN"

pushbutton on the control pendant, attempt to lower the
hoist, verify hoist does not move.

/ 4.2.77 Reset the tare reading as recorded in step 4.2.71.

/ 4.2.78 Place the " HOIST INTERLOCK BYPASS" (TS-2) in the " BYPASS"
position.

/ 4.2.79 Continue lowering the gripper tube using the hoist control
handle until the Slow Zone #2 light (AMBER) comes "0N".
The hoist should stop at this point.

/ 4.2.80 Continue lowering the gripper tube by pressing the "J0G
DOWN" pushbutton on the pendant station.

.

/ 4.2.81 Verify the hoist stops when the disengage plate is seated
properly in the Eew Fuel Elevator and the slack cable (BLUE)
light comes on.

/ 4.2.82 Verify the "Z-Z" tape reading.

'
/ 4.2.83 Place the gripper control switch to the " DISENGAGED"

.

position and verify that the " GRIPPER DISENGAGED" light
(OPAL) comes "0N" and the " GRIPPER ENGAGED" light (GREEN)
goes "OUT".,

I

! / 4.2.84 Place the " HOIST INTERLOCK BYPASS" (TS-2) in the "OFF"
position and depress "J0G UP" on pendant station until
hoist is out of the slow zone.

N
/ 4.2.85 Turn the hoist control handle RIGHT to raise until the

hoist stops.

/ 4.2.86 Verify the " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED", light (GREEN) is "ON".

/ 4.2.87 Verify the "Z-Z" tape reading.

/ 4.2.88 Place tha " TROLLEY INIERLOCK BYPASS" switch (TS-5) in the
" BYPASS" position, verify the " TROLLEY INTERLOCK BYPASS"
light (R E) comes "0N".

/ 4.2.89 Center the mast over the load test stand.

|

|
- . _ _ - . _ _ _ . :- T L

-~-
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/ 4.2.90 Lower the gripper into the test fixture by using the down
pushbutton of the hoist pendant station. Verify the hoist
stops when " Slack Cable" light 1*.luminates and verify the.

"Z-Z" tape reading.

/ 4.2.91 Check position and proper fit of the gripper assembly with
the test fixture. When properly fit, place the gripper
control switch to the " ENGAGED" position.

/ 4.2.92 Verify that the gripper arms actuate to the engaged

( position and the " GRIPPER ENGAGED" light (GREEN) comes
- "0N".
I
| / 4.2.92.1 Place the " TROLLEY INTERLOCK BYPASS" switch

(TS-5) in the "0FF" position, verify the
" TROLLEY INTERLOCK BYPASS" light (RED) goes
"0FF".

/ 4.2.93 Using the pendant station depress the "J0G UP" pushbutton
while observing the Dillon meter.

/ 4.2.94 At approximately 2900 lbs., verify the hoist stops and the
"0VERLOAD" light (RED) comes "0N".

__ _/ 4.2.95 Verify the hoist will not activate in the up direction
using the hoist control switch and pendant station.

/ 4.2.96 Place the "dOIST OVERLOAD INTERLOCK BYPASS" switch (TS-1)
in the " BYPASS" position. Verify that the "0VERLOAD
BYPASSED" light (RED) illuminates.

/ 4.2.97 Using the pendant station depress the "J0G UP" pushbutton
while observing the Dillon meter.

/ 4.2.98 At approximately 3200 lbs. , verify the hoist stops and LS-
16 (mechanical overload deflection device) has actuated.

/ 4.2.99 Verify the hoist will not activate in the up direction
using the hoist control switch and pendant station.

/ 4.2.100 Attach the emergency handwheel to the hoist.

/ 4.2.101 Release the hoist motor brake (located on the west end of
the hoist motor).

. .

/ 4.2.102 Using the emergency handwheel, load the hoist until the
Dillon meter reads 6000 lbs.

/ 4.2.103 Using the emergency handwheel, unload the hoist until the
Dillon meter reads <3200 lbs. and > 2900 lbs, verify LS-16

(mechanical overload deflection device) closes. ,

/ 4.2.104 Re-engage the motor brake and remove the emergency hand-
whec1 from the hoist.

| - --
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/ 4.2.105 Unload the hoist using the pendant station until the .

Dillon meter reads F2900 lbs.

/ 4.2.106 Verify the "0VERLOAD" light (RE) goes "OUT".

/ 4.2.107 Place the " HOIST OVERLOAD IhTERLOCK BYPASS" switch (TSI)
in the "0FF" position, verify the "0VERLOAD BYPASSD"
light goes "OUT".

/ 4.2.108 Place the "ROIST INTERLOCK BYPASS" switch (TS-2) in the
" BYPASS" position, verify the " HOIST IhiERLOCK BYPASS"
light (RED) comes "0N".

I

/ 4.2.109 Unload the hoist using the pendant station, verify the
hoist stops when the " Slack Cable" light (BLUE) comes
"0N".

/ 4.2.110 Place the gripper control switch to the " DISENGAGED"
position, verify the " DISENGAGED" light (OPAL) comes "0N"
and the gripper " ENGAGED" light (GREEN) goes "OUT".

'

/ 4.2.111 Raise the gripper using the pendant station until the
gripper clears the test fixture (N8"), place the " HOIST
IhTERLOCK BYPASS" switch (TS-2) in the "0FF" position.
Verify the " HOIST IffrERLOCK BYPASS" light (RED) goes
"OUT".

/ 4.2.112 Record the Dillon reading in Enclosure 10.2 then adjust
the tare setting on dillon to J1200 lbs.

/ 4.2.1,13 Using the hoist control bandle, then the "J0G UP"
pushbutton on control pendant, attempt to raise the hoist,
verify the hoist does not move.

/ 4.2.114 Place the gripper control switch to the " ENGAGED"
| position, verify the gripper does not engage, then release

| the switch.
.

/ 4.2.115 Reset the tare reading as recorded in step 4.2.112.

| / 4.2.116 Place the gripper control switch to the " ENGAGED"
| position, verify the " DISENGAGED" light (OPAL) goes "Out".

| / 4.2.1 17 Verify the " GRIPPER INTERLOCK FAILURE" alarm (audible)
scunds and the " GRIPPER FAILURE" light (RED) starts flashing.

/ 4.2.118 Depress the " ALARM RESET" pushbutton and verify the
|

audib),a alarm clears and the " GRIPPER FAILURE" light (RED)
| remains fisshing.

/ 4.2.119 Place the gripper control switch to the " DISENGAGED"
position, verify the " DISENGAGED" light (OPAL) comes "0N"
and the " GRIPPER FAILURE" light (RED) goes "OUT".
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/ 4.2.120 Raise the hoist using the hoist control handle verify the
hoist stops when " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" light (GREEN)
comes "0N".

/ 4.2.121 Raise the new fuel elevator to the full UP position and
~

remove the disengage plate from the basket of the new fuel
elevator. Hose off with Demin. Water, wipe dry. Place in
clean poly bag and store.

| / 4.2.122 At tempt to position the mast over the new fuel elevator
'

verify the mast will not position over the elevator.

/ 4.2.123 Lower the new fuel elevator to the full DOWN position.

/ 4.2.124 Position the mast over the new fuel elevator.

/ 4.2.125 Attempt to raise the new fuel elevator, verify the
elevator will not move.

NOTE: If new fuel elevator does raise, stop elevator
immediately. .

/ 4.2.126 Position the mast away from the new fuel elevator until
bridge and trolley are clear of the elevator.'

/ 4.2.127 Center the mast over the dummy fuel assembly.

/ 4.2.128 Verify the " GRIPPER DISENGAGED" (OPAL) and " GRIPPER UP
DISENGAGED" (GREEN) lights are illuminated.

/ 4.2.129 Using the hoist control handle, lower the gripper tube
until the hoist stops and the " SLOW ZONE #2" light (AMBER)
is "0N".

/ 4.2.130 Continue lowering the gripper by depressing the "J0G DOWN"
pushbutton on pendant station.

/ 4.2.131 Verify the hoist stops when the gripper is seated properly
into the dummy fuel assembly top nozzle, and the " SLACK
CABLE" light (BLUE) comes "0N".

/ 4.2.132 Verify the Z-Z tape reading.

/ 4.2.133 Place the gripper control switch to the " ENGAGED"
position, verify that the " GRIPPER ENGAGED" light (GREEN)
comes "0N" and the " GRIPPER DISENGAGED light (OPAL) goes
"0FF".

/ 4.2.134 Depress the "J0G UP" pushbrt ton on pendant station until
the " SLOW ZONE #2" light (AMBER) goes "0FF".

/ 4.2.135 Raise the dummy fuel assembly, using the hoist control
handle unt'il the hoist stops and the " GRIPPER TUBE UP"
light (GREEN) illuminates.

/ 4.2.136 -Center the mast over the basket of the new fuel elevator.
_ -
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/ 4.2.137 Lower the dummy fuel assembly, using the hoist control
handle, until " SLOW ZONE" #1 light (AMBER) illuminates and
the hoist stops.

/ 4.2.138 Lower the dummy fuel assembly using the control pendant,
until the " SLOW ZONE" #1 light (AMBER) goes "OUT".

/ 4.2.139 Lower the dummy fuel assembly using the hoist control
handle until " SLOW ZONE" #2 light (AMBER) illuminates and
the hoist stops.

/ 4.2.140 Lower the dummy fuel assembly using the control pendant,
until the " SLACK CABLE" light (BLUE) illuminates and the
boist stops.

/ 4.2.141 Verify the Z-Z tape reading.

/ 4.2.142 Place the gripper control to the " DISENGAGED" position and
verify the " DISENGAGED" light (OPAL) illuminates, and
the " ENGAGED" light (GREEN) goes "OUT".

'

/ 4.2.143 Raise the gripper, using the control pendant until the
-

" SLOW ZONE #2" light (AMBER) goes "OUT".

/ 4.2.144 Raise the gripper using the hoist control handle until the
hoist stops and the " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" light (GREEN)
illuminat es.

/ 4.2.145 Position the crane away from the new fuel elevator.

/ 4.2.146 Raise the new fuel elevator to its full UP position using
the bypass key switch.,

!

/ 4.2.147 Remove the dummy fuel assembly from the new fuel elevator,
if it is to be stored in the New Fuel Storage Vault, per
OP/0/A/6550/04, Fuel and Component Handling.

/ 4.2.148 Lover the new fuel elevator to its full DOWN position.

/ 4.2.148.1 Place the dummy fuel assembly into a spent fuel
pool storage rack if it is 'not to be stored in,

| the vault.,

/ 4.2.149 Using the trolley and bridge drives center the Spent Fuel

|
Pool (SFP) Manipulator Crane in the Southeast area of the
pool.

/ 4.2.150 Using the trolley control handle, drive the trolley in
REVERSE until the trolley stops,

i NOTE: Use minimum speed as the trolley approaches the
!

limit.

!

__

.
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/ 4.2.151 Using the bridge control handle, drive the bridge to the
RIGHT until the bridge stops. (Note: Use minimum speed
as the bridge approaches the limit).

/ 4.2.152 Drive the trolley FORWARD until the trolley drive stops,
then drive the trolley reverse a few feet.

NOTE: Use minimum speed as the trolley approaches the
limit.

/ 4.2.153 Drive the bridge LEFT until the bridge drive stops.

NOTE: Use minimum speed as the bridge approaches the
limit.

/ 4.2.154 Verify that the trolley is operable in both the forward
and reverse directions.

/ 4.2.155 Drive the trolley until trolley is indexed on red "W".

/ 4.2.156 Drive the bridge lef t slowly until the bridge stops, and
place " BRIDGE RIGHT INTERL0dK BYPASS" switch (TS-3) in
" BYPASS" position.

/ 4.2.157 Drive the bridge right until the mast is centered in the"

cask area, then release the control handle. Place the
" BRIDGE RIGHT INTERLOCK BYPASS" switch (TS-3) in "0FF"
position.

/ 4.2.158 Drive the trolley in reverse approximately 3 feet north of
red "W" then stop.-

(
/ 4.2.159 Drive the bridge right slowly until the bridge stops.

1

Place the " BRIDGE LEFT INTERLOCK BYPASS" switch (TS-4) in
" BYPASS" position.

/ 4.2.160 Drive the trolley slowly in REVERSE until the trolley
stop3.

/ 4.2.161 Drive the bridge slowly to the LEFT until the bridge is
centered in cask area and place the " BRIDGE LEFT INTER
LOCK BYPASS" rwitch in the "0FF" position.

/ 4.2.162 Drive the trolley FORWARD slowly until the trolley stops.

/ 4.2.163 Drive the trolley IN REVERSE until the trolley is indexed
on red "W".

/ 4.2.164 Drive the bridge RIGHT until the bridge stops.

I NOTE: Use slow speed only, as the bridge approaches
the limit. r

I
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/ 4.2.165 Verify that the trolley drives in the reverse direction by
moving the trolley control handle to the REVERSE direction
and release it when the trolley drive begins to operate.

/ 4.2.166 Drive the trolley until the trolley is indexed on the
black "I".

/ 4.2.167 Drive the bridge RIGHT until the bridge is indexed on
"UPENDER".

NOTE: Use slow speed as the bridge approaches the
limit.

/ 4.2.168 Verify that the trolley can move forward by moving the
trolley control handle to the FORWARD position until the
drive operates, then return the handle to the neutral
position.

/ 4.2.169 Verify that the trolley can move in reverse by moving the
trolley control handle to the REVERSE position until the
drive operates, then return .the handle to the neutral
position.

/ 4.2.170 Drive the trolley in REVERSE until the trolley stops.
.

/ 4.2.171 Drive the trolley FORWARD until it is indexed on the black
i "I". 1

i

( / 4.2.172 Drive the bridge LEFT in slow speed until the bridge is
l centered between the transfer canal wall and the fuel

elevator, then center the trolley in the pool area.-

|

/ 4.2.173 Using the pulley drive chain, move the West Auxiliary
Boist to the full North and South directions noting any
out of normal vibrations or rough drive areas.

t

/ 4.2.174 On the pendant station for the West Auxiliary Hoist press
the LOWER pushbutton and lower the block assembly a few
feet noting any out of normal vibrations or speed changes.

/ 4.2.17 5 Press the RAISE pushbutton and raise the block assembly to
the full up position noting any out of normal vibrations
or speed changes.

1

/ 4.2.176 Using the pulley drive chain, move the East Monorail Hoist
j to the full North and South directions noting any out of

normal vibrations or rough drive areas.1

i / 4.2.177 At the control pendant on the trolley press the LOWER
pushbutton for the east monorail hoist and lower the blockI

assembly a few feet. Note any out of ncrmal vibrations or
speed changes.

>

'~ n--
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/ 4.2.178 Turn the fuel hoist control handle in both directions and
verify the fuel hoist does not operate.

/ 4.2.179 Press the "J0G UP" and "JDG DOWN" pushbuttons on the fuel
hoist pendant and verify the fuel hoist does not operate.

/ 4.2.180 Turn the bridge control handle in both directions and
verify the bridge does not move.

| / 4.2.181 Turn the trolley control handle in both directions and
l verify the trolley does not move.

/ 4.2.182 Press the RAISE pushbutton on the East Monorail Hoist and
raise the block assembly to the full up position noting
any abnomal vibrations or speed changes.

/ 4.2.183 Verify the monorail "E01ST UP" ligh7 (GREEN) is illuminated.

/ 4.2.184 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.

/ 4.2.185 Verify all bypass switches are in the off position.

5.0 FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEM

5.1 Initial Conditions

/ 5.1.1 Both transfer system lif ting frames are in the "DOWN"
(herizontal) position.

/ 5.1.2 The conveyor car is located at the end of its travel on
the pitside.-

/ 5.1.3 All interlock bypass and permissive switches are in the
"IN" position.

/ 5.1.4 The refueling cavity water elevation is at least 598'

| (593' 4 3/4" normal refueling lev 62)

/ 5.1.5 KF-122 (Fuel Transfer Tube Valve) is open.

/ 5.1.6 The Spent Fuel L )ol Manipulator Crane and Reactor Building
Manipulator Crane are not parked over the upenders, and
both cranes are energized.

5.2 Procedure -

,

.

/ 5.2.1 Establish communications between the Reactor side and Pit
side control consoles.

/ 5.2.2 Close the following breakers:

|
! " Fuel Transfer System Reactor Side Feeder" (MCC IMXZ,

conpartment "F08E") " Fuel Transfer System Reactor Side
Fe ede r" (Panel Board) " Fuel Transfer System Pit Side
Feeder" (MCC 1MXJ, compartment "RO1B") " Fuel Transfer
System Pit Side Feeder" (Panel Board)

i
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/____ 5.2.3 Close the main power rwitch on the Spent Fuel Pit Control
Console and verify the following lights illuminated:
" HEATERS ON"
" VALVE OPEN"
" CAR AT PIT"
" FRAME DOWN"

.

/____ 5.2.4 Push to test the remaining indicating lights and replace
any bulbs that will not light; then retest.

/ 5.2.5 Close the main power switch on the reactor side control
console and verify the following lights illuminate:
" HEATERS ON"
" FRAME DOWN"

( / 5.2.6 Push to test the remaining indicating lights and replace
| any bulbs that will not light, then retest.

/ 5.2.7 On the reactor side control console, place the " TRAVERSE
CONTROL" switch to "0N" and verify the " TRAVERSE CONTROL"
light (OPAL) comes "0N" on the pit side control console.

/ 5.2.8 On the Pit side control console:

/ 5.2.8.1 Verify the " TRAVERSE INTERLOCK" is in the "IN"
position with the key removed.

/ 5.2.8.2 Verify the " LIFT INTERLOCK" is in the "IN"
position with the key removed.

/ 5.2.8.3 Verify the " BRIDGE INTERLOCK" is in the "IN".

position with the key removed.

/ 5.2.8.4 Verify the " VALVE INTERLOCK" is in the "IN"
position with the key removed.

/ 5.2.8.5 Deenergize the heaters.

/ 5.2.9 On the reactor side control console:

/ 5.2.9.1 Verify the " LIFT INTERLOCK" is in the "IN"
position with the key removed.

/ 5.2.9.2 Verify the " CRANE INTERLOCK" is in the "IN"
position with the key removed.

/ 5.2.9.3 Deenergize the heaters.

NOTE: Steps 5.2.10 thru 5.2.37, unless noted
otherwise, will be performed at the
Spent Fuel Pit Control Console.

[ __ _-
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/ 5.2.10 Turn pump control select switch to " START" position.

/ 5.2.11 Push " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton and verify that the " FRAME
DOWN" indicating light (BLUE) goes "OUT" as the frame
begins to raise.

/ 5.2.12 Verify the frame stops and the " FRAME UP" (ASER) light
comes "0N" when the frame reaches the vertical position.

/ 5.2.13 Set the " TRAVERSE C0hTROL" selector switch to " REACTOR".

/ 5.2.14 Push the " TRAVERSE START" pushbutton and verify that the
conveyor does not move.

/ 5.2.15 Push the " LOWER FRAE" pushbutton and verify that the
" FRAME UP" light (AMBER) goes out.

/ 5.2.16 Verify the "FPJefE DOWN" light (BLUE) comes "0N" when the
frame is in the horizontal position.

/ 5.2.17 Close KF-122 until " VALVE OPEN" light (CREEN) goes "0FF".

/- 5.2.18 Push traverse start pushbutton and verify car does not
move.

.

/ 5.2.19 Place the " VALVE IhTERLOCK Switchkey" to " BYPASS" position.
,

| NOTE: Whenever an interlock is placed in bypass the
"IhTERLOCK BYPASSED" light (RED) illuminates.

/ 5.2.20 Push " TRAVERSE START" start pushbutton and verify car
moves.

[ 5.2.21 Stop car by pressing " TRAVERSE STOP" pushbutton.

CAUTION: Do not let car hit valve.

| / 5.2.22 Turn " TRAVERSE C0hTROL" Selector Switch to " PIT".

/ 5.2.23 Push " TRAVERSE START" pushbutton, verify car moves toward
Pit and " CAR AT PIT" lamp (GREEN) illuminates.

/ 5.2.24 Place " VALVE IhTERLOCK Switchkey" to the "IN" position.
1

i / 5.2.25 Set the TRAVERSE C0hTROL" selector ~svitch to "REACIOR".

/ 5.2.26 Open KF-122 until " VALVE OPEN" light (GREEN) illuminates.

! / 5.2.27 Push the " TRAVERSE START" pushbutton and verify that:.
I
I / 5.2.27.1 The car begins to move toward the Reactor.

/ 5.2.27.2 The " CAR AT PIT" light (GREEN) goes "Out".

i

,_ _ . , . . __
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/ 5.2.27.3 The conveyor stops and the " CAR AT REACTOR"
light (AMBER) comes on when the conveyor reaches
the reactor side.

,

/ 5.2.27.4 On the reactor side control console the " CAR AT
REACTOR" (GREEN) light comes on.'

/ _ 5.2.28 Push the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton and verify that the
frame does not move.

/ 5.2.29 Place the " LIFT INTERLOCK" switchkey to "BTPASS" position.

/ 5.2.30 Push the " RAISE FRAME" puchbutton and verify that the
" FRAME DOWN" light (BLUE) goes "OUT" and the " FRAME UP"
light comes on.

/ 5.2.31 Set " TRAVERSE C0hTROL" selector switch to " PIT".

/ 5.2.32 Place " TRAVERSE IhTERLOCK" Switchkey in " BYPASS".

/ 5.2.33 Push " TRAVERSE START" pushbutton and verify car mover nt,
then push " TRAVERSE STOP" verify " CAR AT REACTOR" lights
go "Out" on Reactor Side Console (GREEN), (CAUTION: Move
car only slightly in order to avoid running the car into
the Frame).

/ 5.2.34 Set " TRAVERSE SELECTOR" switch to " REACTOR".
*

/ 5.2.35 Push " TRAVERSE START" pushbutton and verify that the car
returns to the reactor side and verify the " CAR AT REACTOR",

| lights illuminate on reactor side console (GREEN),

/ 5.2.36 Push the " LOWER FFJME" pushbutton and verify that the
frame lowers, and the " FRAME DOWN" light (BLUE)
illuminates. Turn the " Pump Control Selector Switch" to
the "STOP" position.

/ 5.2.37 Place the " LIFT IhTERLOCK Switchkey" and the " TRAVERSE
IhTERLOCK Switchkey" to the "IN" position and remove the
keys.

NOTE: Steps 5.2.38 thru 5.2.86 unless noted otherwise,
will be performed at the Reactor Side Control
Console.

/ 5.2.38 Verify the "LIFI INTERLOCK Switchkey" is in the "IN"
position. ~

/ 5.2.39 Verify the " CRANE IhTERLOCK Switchkey" is in the "IN"
position.

/ 5.2.40 Turn the " TRAVERSE C0hTROL" selector switch to "0FE*
position.

. - - - .- - - -. -
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/ 5.2.41 Turn the " PUMP CONTROL" select switch to " START".

/ 5.2.42 Push the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton and verify the " FRAME
DOWN" indicating light (BLUE) on the reactor console goes
"0FF" as the frame begins to move up. -

/ 5.2.43 Verify the " FRAME UP" light (AMBER) comes on and the frame
stops when the frame reaches the vertical position.

/ 5.2.44 Using the Reactor Building Manipulator Crane, center the
fuel mast over the basket.

/ 5.2.45 Push the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton and verify the " FRAME
DOWN" (BLUE) light illuminates when the frame reaches the
vertical position.

/ 5.2.46 Using the Fuel Boist Master Control Handle lower the fuel
gripper until the " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" light (GREEN) on
the crane console goes "Off".

/ 5.2.47 Push the " RAISE FRAE" pushbutton and verify the lif ting
fran.e does not move.

/ 5.2.48 Place the " CRANE Ih'IERLOCK Switchkey" in the " BYPASS"
position.

/ 5.2.49 Press the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton, verify the " FRAME
DOWN" light (BLUE) goes "Of f". Verify the frame starts to
move "UP".

CAUTION: Do not allow frame to hit Fuel Gripper.-

/ 5.2.50 Press the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton, verify the frame moves
back down and the " FRAME DOWN" light comes on.

/ 5.2.51 Place the " CRANE INTERLOCK Switchkey" in the "IN"
position.

/ 5.2.52 Using the Fuel Boist Master Control handle, raise the fuel
gripper until the " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" light (GREEN) on
the crane console illuminates and the fuel gripp,er stops.

/ 5.2.53 Press the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton, verify the "FFME UP"
light (AMBER) illuminates when the frame is full "Up".

/ 5.2.54 Using the Reactor Building Manipulator Crane, center the
rod mast over the basket.

/ 5.2.55 Push the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton and verify the " FRAME
DOWN" (BLUE) light illuminates.

/ 5.2.56 Using the " Rod Hoist Inner Mast Jeg Switch", lower the rod
gripper until the " ROD GRIPPER UP FIRST STAGE" light
(GREED) on the crane console goes "0FF".

. _. _ _ __. . . . _ _ _ _ .
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/ 5.2.57 Push the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton and, verify the lif ting
frame does not move.

/ 5.2.58 Place the " CRANE INTERLOCK Switchkey" in the " BYPASS"
position.

'

/ 5.2.59 Press the "kAISE FRAME" pushbutton, verify the "FRAE
DOWN" light (BLUE) goes "OFF", verify the Frame starts to
move "UP".

CAUIION: Do not allow Frame to hit Rod Gripper.

/ 5.2.60 Press the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton, verify the frame moves
down, and the " FRAME DOWN" light (BLUE) illuminates.

/ 5.2.61 Place the " CRANE INTERLOCK Switchkey" in the "IN" position.

/ 5.2.62 Using the Rod Hoist Inner Mast Jog Switch", raise the rod
gripper until the " ROD GRIPPER UP FIRST STAGE" light

i

(GREEN) on the crane console illuminate and the rod
gripper stops.

,

/ 5.2.63 Move the crane " west" until LS-6 is of f its cam.

/ 5.2.64 Using the Rod Hoist Master Control Handle", lower the
gripper until the " ROD GRIPPER UP FIRST STAGE" light on
the crane console goes "OFF".

I

l / 5.2.65 Press the " RAISE FRAE" pushbutton, verify the " FRAME
DOWN" light (BLUE) goes "OFF", verify the frame starts to
move "UP".

/ 5.2.66 Press the " LOWER FRAE" pushbutton and verify the frame
; goes back down.
|

! / 5.2.67 Using the Rod Hoist Master Control Handle, raise the rod
gripper until the " ROD GRIPPER UP FIRST STAGE" lightj

I (GREEN) on the crane console illuminates and the rod
gripper stops.

/ 5.2.68 Using the Fuel Hoist Master Control Handle, lower the fuel
gripper until the " FUEL GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" light
(GREEN) on the crane console goes "0FF".

/ 5.2.69 Press the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton, verify the " FRAME
DOWN" light (BLUE) goes "0FF", verify frame starts to move
"Up".

'

i / 5.2.70 Press the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton, verify the " FRAME
DOWN" light (BLUE) illuminates.

!

/ 5.2.71 Using the Fuel Hoist Master Control Handle, raise the fuel'

! gripper until the " FUEL GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" light
(GREEN) on the crane console illuminates and the fuel
gripper stops.

I
_ _
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/ 5.2.72 Push the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton and verify the frame
begins to move up.

/ 5.2.73 Verify the "FRAE UP" light (AMBER) comes on and the frame
stops when the frame reaches the vertical position.

/ 5.2.74 Set the " TRAVERSE CONTROL" Selector switch to " PIT" on
Spent Fuel Pit Control Console. Place the " TRAVERSE
CONTROL" Selector Switch to the "0N" Position.

/ 5.2.75 Press the " TRAVERSE START" pushbutton on the Spent Fuel
! Pit Control Console and verify that the car does not move.

/ 5.2.76 Push the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton and verify that the
frame returns to the horizontal position and "FRAE DOWN
(BLUE) light illuminates.

/ 5.2.77 On the Pit Console press the " TRAVERSE START" pushbutton
and verify that the car moves to the pit, and " CAR AT PIT"
light on the pit side illucinates (GREEN) .

/ 5.2.78 Push the " RAISE FRAE" pushbutton and verify that the
frame does not move. -

/ 5.2.79 Place the " LIFT INIERLOCK Switchkey" in " BYPASS".

/ 5.2.80 Push the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton and verify that the
" FRAME DOWN" light (BLUE) on reactor console goes "OUT".

/ 5.2.81 Push the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton and verify that the
frame lovers and the " frame down" light (BLUE) on the
reactor console illuminates.

/ 5.2.82 Place the " LIFT INTERLOCK Switchkey" to the "IN" position
and remove the key,

i

/ 5.2.83 Turn pump selector switch "0FF".
t

| NOTE: Unless noted otherwise steps 5.2.88 through
5.2.105 vill be performed at the Pit Side
Control Console.

/ 5.2.84 Verify the " BRIDGE INTERLOCK SWITCHKEY" is in the' "IN"
position.

/ 5.2.85 Push the " FRAME UP" pushbutton and yerify the " FRAME UP"
(AMBER) light comes on.

/ 5.2.86 Using the Spent Fuel Fool Manipulator Crane center the
mast over the basket.

/ 5.2.87 Push the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton and verify the " FRAME
DOWN" (BLUE) light comes on.

|

_ ._ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ - -
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/ 5.2.88 Using the Boist Master Control Handle lover the gripper
tube until the " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" (GREEN) light goes
"OUT".

/ 5.2.89 Push the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton and verify the lif ting
frame does not move.

/ 5.2.90 Place the " BRIDGE INTERLOCK Switchkey" in the " BYPASS"
position.

/ 5.2.91 Press the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton; verify the "FRNiE
DOWN" light goes "0FF", verify the frame starts to move
"UP".

CAUTION: Do not allow frame to hit Fuel Gripper.

/ 5.2.92 Press the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton, verify the frame moves
"DOWN", verify the " FRAME DOWN" light illuminates.

/ 5.2.93 Place the " BRIDGE Ih'IERLOCK Sw13chhey in thi: "IN" position.

/ 5.2.94 Using the Hoist Master Control Handle raise the gripper
tube until the " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" (GREEN) light comes
"0N" and the gripper hoist stops.

/ 5.2.95 Move the crane to the lef t (EAST) until LS-12 is off its
cam, (centerline position on the canal).

/ 5 .2. 96 Using the Roist Master Control Handle lower the gripper
tube until the " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" (GREEN) light goes
"OUT".

i / 5.2.97 Push the " RAISE FRAME" pushbutton and verify the frame
| begins to move up, verify the " FRAME DOWN" light (BLUE) goes

"0FF".

/ 5.2.98 Push the " LOWER FRAME" pushbutton and verify the " FRAME
t

DOWN" (BLUE) light comes "0N".i

/ 5.2.99 Using the Hoist Master Control Handle raise the gripper
tube until the " GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" (GREEN) light comes
"0N" and the hoist stops.

/ 5.2.100 Turn pu=p selector switch of f.

|

| / 5.2.101 verify all bypass switchkeys on both consoles are in the

| "IN" interlock mode, with keys removed.

/ 5.2.102 Reenergize the panel and motor heaters on the pool side
and reactor side control panels.

|

| / 5.2.103 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.

|
'

|

|

_. __ ._ .- .__
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6.0 REACTOR BUILDING MANIPULATOR CRANE

6.1 Initial Conditions

Date/ Initial

/ 6.1.1 The Reactor Building Manipulator Crane Dillon has been
calibrated per IP/0/A/3030/100 (Fuel Handling Load Cell
Calibration) .

/ 6.1.2 Reactor Vessel Upper Internals removed and stored.

/ 6.1.3 The dummy fuel assembly (with dummy RCC insert installed)
is upright in the Reactor Building Upender.

l 6.2 Procedure

/ 6.2.1 Verify that air is available to the gripper assembly with
the pressure gauge reading 70-100 psi.

/ 6.2.2 Verify that the emergency handwheels are mounted in the
storage position.

/ 6.2.3 Verify the sprocket on the s'elsyn drive is properly engaged
in its chain.

/ 6.2.4 Unlock the console and verify that all interlock bypass
switches are in the "OFF" position.

/ 6.2.5 Place the ACB Breaker (inside the console) on the "0N"
position.

/ 6.2.6 Open the door to the MCC (on the bridge) and place the ICB
circuit breaker in the "on" position.

/ 6.2.7 Place the following circuit breakers in the lighting
PNLBD, in the "on" position.

/ 6.2.7.1 Bkr. No. 1 Control, Selsyn, Dillon

/ 6.2.7.2 Bkr. No. 2 Console Receptacle

/ 6.2.7.3 Ekr. No. 3 Walkway Receptacle

/ 6.2.7.4 Bkr. No. 4 Console Receptacle

/ 6.2.7.5 3kr. No. 5 Walkway Receptacle

! / 6.2.7.6 Ekr. No. 6 Shaded light for tarhat
|
|

/__, _, 6.2.7.7 Bkr. No. 7 Heater Deenergizer

/ 6.2.8 Place the " MAIN POWER" and "LICHTING" breakers (on the
outside of MCC) in the "0N" position. ~

.
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/ 6.2.9 Verify the power light "0N" for the fuel bridge area
monitor and verify the calibration sticker is valid.

/ 6.2.10 Verify both Dillon "0N" lights are illuminated (inside
console) and verify the Dillons have been calibrated
within the last 6 months.

/ 6.2.11 Close and lock the console.

/ 6.2.12 Check (push-to-test) all indicating lights. If any light

fails to illuminate, replace bulb, and check again.

/ 6.2.13 The following should be illuminated.

_/ 6.2.13.1 " FUEL GRIPPER DISENGAGED" (OPAL)

/ 6.2.13.2 " FUEL GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" (GREEN)

/ 6.2.13.3 " LATCH EXTENDED" (OPAL)

/ 6.2.13.4 " ROD GRIPPER DISENGAGED" (OPAL)

/ 6.2.13.5 " ROD GRIPPER UP FIRST STAGE" (GREEN)

/ 6.2.13.6 " ROD SLOW ZONE BASKET AREA" (AMBER), if not over
Core.

/ 6.2.14 Verify power available to the auxiliary hoist by momentarily
depressing the "DOWN" pushbutton, then the "UP" pushbutton.

/ 6.2.15 Index the Rod Mast over the upender.

/ 6.2.16 Verify the " ROD SLOW ZONE BASKET AREA" light (AMBER) is
illuminated.

/ 6.2.17 Using the INNER MAST J0G SWITCH lower the inner mast onto
the dummy fuel assembly until the hoist stops.

/ 6.2.18 Verify the " ROD INNER MAST LOW LOAD (BLUE) and " ROD INNER
MAST DOWN IN BASKET" (BLUE) lights are illuminated.

/ 6.2.19 Verify the " ROD SLOW ZONE BASKET AREA" light (AMBER) is
not illuminated.

/ 6.2.20 Using the Rod Gripper Jog Switch lower the rod gripper
onto the du=ny control rod until the hoist stops.

/ 6.2.21 Verify the " ROD GRIPPER LOW LOAD" (BLUE) and " ROD GRIPPER
DOWN IN BASKET" (AMBER) lights are illuminated.

/ 6.2.22 ENGAGE the rod gripper and verify the " ROD ENGAGED"
(GREEN) and " LATCH RETRACTED" (AMBER) lights illuminate.

_. ._ _ _ _ _._.. --_ __- . -
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/ 6.2.23 Using the Rod Gripper Jog Switch raise the rod gripper
until the " ROD GRIPPER LOW LOAD" light (BLUE) goes out.

/ 6.2.24 Turn the Rod Gripper Selector Switch to " DISENGAGE" and
verify the " ROD ENGAGED" (GREEN) and " LATCH RETRACIED
(AMBER) lights stay on.

/ 6.2.25 Turn thie " INNER MAST JOG SWITCH" to "UP" and verify the
hoist does not operate.

/ 6.2.26 Using the Rod Gripper Jog Switch raise the dummy control
rod until the " ROD INNER MAST LOW LOAD" (BLUE) light goes out.

/ 6.2.27 Verify the " ROD SLOW ZONE BASKET AREA" light (AMBER) is
illuminated.

/ 6.2.28 Using the Inner Mast Jog Switch raise the control rod
until the hoist stops.

/ 6.2.29 Verify the " ROD GRIPPER FULL UP" light (GREEN) is
illuminated and the " ROD INhTR MAST DOWN IN BASKET" light
(AMBER) is not illuminated.

/ 6.2.30 Turn the Rod Hoist Control Handle to down and verify the
hoist does not operate.

/ 6.2.31 Turn the Rod Gripper Jog Switch to "DOWN" and verify the
hoist does not opr. rate.

/ 6.2.32 Using the Inner Mast Jog Switch Lower the control rod
until the hoist stops.

/ 6.2.33 Verify the " ROD INNER MAST LOW LOAD" (BLUE) and " ROD INNER
MAST DOWN IN BASKET" (BLUE) lights are illuminated.
Verify the " ROD SLOW ZONE BASKET AREA" (AMBER) is not
illuminated.

/ 6.2.34 Using the Rod Gripper Jeg Switch lower the control rod
into the du=:ny fuel assembly until the hoist stops.

/ 6.2.35 Verify the " ROD GRIPPER LOW LOAD" and " ROD GRIPPER DOWN IN
BASKET" (AMBER) lights: are illuminated.

/ 6.2.36 DISENGAGE the rod gripper and verify the " ROD GRIPPER
DISENGAGED" (OPAL) and " LATCH EXTENDED" (OPAL) lights
illuminate.

.

/ 6.2.37 Using the Rod Gripper Jog Switch raise the rod gripper
until the " ROD INNER MAST LOW LOAD" (BLUE) light goes out.

| / 6.2.38 Verify the " ROD INNER MAST LOW LOAD" (BLUE) " ROD GRIPPER

| LOW LOAD" (BLUE) and " ROD GRIPPER DOWN IN BASKET" (AMBER)
' lights are not illumina ted .

|
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/ 6.2.39 Verify the " ROD SLOV ZONE BASKET AREA" (AMBER) light is
illuminat ed.

/ 6.2.40 Using the Inner Mast Jog Switch raise the rod gripper
until the hoist stops and verify the " Rod Gripper Up First
Stage" (GREEN) light illuminates.

/ 6.2.41 Center the Fuel Mast over the upender.

/ 6.2.42 Using the Fuel Hoist Control Handle lower the gripper tube
until the hoist stops. Verify the " FUEL SLOW ZONE BOTTOM
OF BASKET" (AMBER) light illuminates.

/ 6.2.43 Using the Fuel Gripper Jog lower the gripper onto the
dummy fuel assembly until the hoist stops.

/ 6.2.44 Verify the " FUEL GRIPPER LOW LOAD" light (BLUE) is
illuminat ed .

/ 6.2.45 ENGAGE the Fuel Gripper and verify the " FUEL GRIPPER
ENGAGED" light (GREEN) illu:dnates.

/ 6.2.46 Turn the Fuel Hoist Control Handle to up and verify the

hoist does not operate.

/ 6.2.47 Using the Fuel Gripper Jog raise the dummy fuel assembly
until the " FUEL SLOW ZONE BOTTOM OF BASKET" light (AMBER)
goes out.

/ 6.2.48 Turn the Fuel Gripper Switch to DISENGAGE and verify the
" FUEL GRIPPER ENGAGED" light (GREEN) stay.; illuminated.

/ 6.2.49 Using the Fuel Hoist Control Handle raise the dummy fuel
assembly until the hoist stops and verify the " FUEL
GRIPPER FULL UP" light (GREEN) is illuminated.

: / 6.2.50 Using the Fuel Heist Control Handle lower the dummy fuel
assembly until the hoist stops. Verify the " FUEL SLOW
ZONE ENTERING BASKET" light- (AMBER) is illuminated.

_____/ 6.2.51 Using the Fuel Gripper Jog lover the dummy fuel assembly
until the slow zone light goes out.

/ 6.2.52 Continue lowering the dummy fuel assembly using the Fuel
Hoist Control Handle until the hoist stops. Verify the
" FUEL SLOW ZONE BOTTOM OF BASKET" light (AMBER) is

i ~

illuminated.

/ 6.2.53 Using' the Fuel Gripper Jeg lower the dummy fuel assembly
until the heist stops. Verify the " FUEL GRIPPER LOW LOAD"
light (BLUE) is illuminated.

/ 6.2.54 DISENGAGE the Fuel Gripper and verify the " FUEL GRIPPER
DISENGAGED" light (OPAL) illuminates.

I
l
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/ 6.2.55 Using the Fuel Gripper Jog raise the gripper tube until
the slow zone light goes out.-

/ 6.2.56 Record Fuel Dillon readout in Enclosure 10.2.

/ 6.2.57 Adjust tare on Fuel Dillon until readout is greater than
1200f.

/ 6.2.58 Turn the Fuel Hoist Control Handle to up and the Fuel
Gripper Jog to up and verify the hoist does not operate.

/ 6.2.59 Adjust tare on Fuel Dillon to that recorded in step
6.2.56.

/ 6.2.60 Using the Fuel Hoist Control Handle raise the gripper tube
until the hoist stops. Verify the " FUEL GRIPPER UP
DISENGAGED light (GREEN) is illuminated.

/ 6.2.61 Center the bridge and trolley over the core to ensure a
large maneuvering area is available.

/ 6.2.62 Rotate the Eridge Control Handle to FORWARD. Verify the
bridge moves smoothly without excessive noise or vibration
and with increasing speed as the handle is moved from the

neutral position.

NOTE: When the handle is moved to the forward
position, the bridge should move East.

/ 6.2.63 Slowly bring the bridge to a stop by slowly returning the
control handle to the neutral position.

/ 6.2.64 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle to REVERSE. Verify the
bridge moves smoothly without excessive noise or vibration
and with increasing speed as the handle is moved from the
neutral position.

I

NOTE: When the handle is moved to the reverse position,
the bridge should move West.

|

| / 6.2.65 Slowly bring the bridge to a stop by slowly returning the

| control handle to the neutral position.

/ 6.2.66 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle to RIGHT. Verify the
trolley moves smoothly without excessive noise or vibra-
tion and with increasing speed as the handle is moved from
the neutral position.

|

| NOTE: When the handle is moved to the right position,
the trolley should move South.

/ 6.2.67 Slowly bring the trolley to a stop by slowly returning the
control handle to the neutral position.

i

!

!
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/ 6.2.68 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle to LEFT. Verify the
trolley moves smoothly without excessive noise or
vibration with increasing speed as the handle is moved
from the neutral position.

NOTE: When the handle is moved to the lef t position
the trolley should move North.

/ 6.2.69 Slowly bring the trolley to a stop by slowly returning the
control handle to the neutral position.

/ 6.2.70 Lower the fuel gripper by rotating the fuel hoist control
handle to the down position until the " FUEL GRIPPER UP
DISENGAGED" light (GREEN) goes out.

/ 6.2.71 Rotate the bridge control handle to the FORWARD and
REVERSE positions and verify the bridge does not move.

/ 6.2.72 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle to the LEFT and RIGHT
rositions and verify the trolley does not move.

/ 6.2.73 Locate the interlock bypass switches inside the control
console and place the " BRIDGE FORWARD INTERLOCK BYPASS"
switch (TS4) to the " BYPASS" position. Verify " BRIDGE
IhTERLOCK BYPASSD (RED) comes "0N".

/ 6.2.74 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle to the FORWARD and
REVERSE positions and verify the bridge only moves forward.

/ 6.2.75 Place the " BRIDGE FORWARD IhTERLOCK" switch to the off
position and verify the " BRIDGE Ih7ERLOCK BYPASSD" light
(RED) goes out.

/ 6.2.76 Place the " BRIDGE REVERSE IhTERLOCK BYPASS" switch (TS-3)'

to the " BYPASS" position and verify the " BRIDGE INTERLOCK
BYPASSED" light (RE) is illuminated.i

/ 6.2.77 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle to the FORWARD and REVERSE
positions and verify the bridge only moves reverse.

/ 6.2.78 Place the " BRIDGE REVERSE IhiERLOCK BYPASS" Switch (TS-3)
' to the "0FF" position and verify the " bridge interlock

bypassed" (RED) light goes out.

/ 6.2.79 Place the " TROLLEY IhTERLOCKS BYPASt" switch (TS-5) to the
" BYPASS" position and verify "TROLLPi INTERLOCK BYPASSED"
light (RED) is illuminated.

,

/ 6.2.80 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle to the RIGHT and LEFT
positions and verify the trolley moves in both directions.

/ 6.2.81 Place the " TROLLEY INTERLOCKS BYPASS" switch (TS-5) to the
"0FF" position and verify the " trolley interlock bypassed"
(RED) light goes out.

- . _. . ~ _ _.__. - - -_.___ _ Z1_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~
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/ 6.2.82 Raise the fuel gripper by rotating the Fuel Hoist Control
Handle RIGHT until the " FUEL GRIPPER UP DISENCAGED" light
(GREEN) illuminates and the hoist stops.

/ _ 6.2.83 Lower the control rod gripper by rotating the Rod Hoist
Control Handle LEFT until the " Rod Gripper Up First Stage"
(GREEN) Eoes out.

/ 6.2.84 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle to the FORWARD and
REVERSE positions and verify the bridge does not move.

/ 6.2.85 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle to the LIFT and RIGHT
positions and verify the trolley does not move.

/ 6.2.86 Locate the interlock bypass switches inside the control
console and place the BRIDGE FORWARD IhTERLOCK BYPASS"
switch (TS-4) to the " BYPASS" position.

/ 6.2.87 Verify the " bridge interlock bypassed" light (RED) is
illucinated .

Rotate the Bridge Control H'ndle to the FORWARD and REVERSE/ 6.2.88 a

positions and verify the bridge only moves forward.

/ 6.2.89 Place the " BRIDGE FORWARD IhTERLOCK" switch to the "0FF"
position and verify the " BRIDGE INTERLOCK BYPASSED" light
(RED) goes out.

/ 6.2.90 Place the " BRIDGE REVERSE INTERLOCK BYPASS" switch (TS-3)
to the " BYPASS" position and verify the " BRIDGE IhTERLOCK
BYPASSD" light (RED) is illuminated.

/ 6.2.91 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle to the FORWARD and REVERSE
positions and verify the bridge only moves reverse,

/ 6.2.92 Place the " BRIDGE REVERSE INTERLOCK BYPASS switch (T-S3) to
the " OFT' position and verify the " bridge interlock
bypassed" light (RED) goes "OUT".

/ 6.2.93 Place the " TROLLEY IhTERLOCKS BYPASS" switch (TS-5) to the
" BYPASS" position and verify " TROLLEY INTERLOCKS BYPASSED"
light (RED) is illuminated.

/ 6 .2 .'94 Rotate the Tt olley Control Handle to the RIGHT and LEFT
positions and verify the trolley moves in both directions.

/ 6.2.95 Place the " TROLLEY IhTERLOCKS BYPASS" switch (TS-5) to the
"0FF" position and verify the " TROLLEY IhTERLOCK BYPASSED"
(RED) light goes "OUT".

/ 6.2.96 Using the Rod Hoist Centrol Handle raise the rod gripper
until the " ROD GRIPPER UP FIRST STAGE" light (GREEN)
illuminates and hoist stops.

..
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/ 6.2.97 Center the bridge and trolley over the core.

/ 6.2.98 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle to FORWARD slightly (in
slow) and hold. While the bridge is moving forward:

/ 6.2.98.1 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle in both
directions and verify the trolley drive does not
operate.

/ 6.2.98.2 Rotate the Fuel Hoist Control Handle in both
directions and verify the fuel hoist drive does
not operate.

/ 6.2.98.3 Rotate the Rod Hoist Control Handle in both
directions and verify the rod hoist drive does
not operate.

/ 6.2.98.4 Press the J0G UP and J0G DOWN pushbuttons on the
fuel hoist pendant station and verify the fuel
hoist drive does not operate.

'

/ 6.2.98.5 On the rod hoist pendant station rotate the
Inner Mast and Rod Cripper selector switches in
both directions and verify the rod hoist drive
does not operate.

/ 6.2.99 Release the Bridge Control Handle and verify the bridge

stops.

_/ 6.2.100 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle to REVERSE slightly (in
slow) and hold. While the bridge is moving in reverse:

/ 6.2.100.1 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle in both
directions and verify the trolley drive does not
operate.

/ 6.2.100.2 Rotate the Fuel Hoist Control Handle in both
directions and verify the fuel hoist drive does
not operate.

/ 6.2.100.3 Rotate the Rod Hoist Control Handle in both'
directions and verify the rod hoist drive does
not operate.

/ 6.2.100.4 Press the J0G UP and J0G DOWN pushbuttons on the
| fuel hoist pendant station and verify the fuel

|
hoist drive does not operate.

|

/ 6.2.100.5 On the rod hoist pendant station rotate the
Inner Mast and Rod Cripper selector switches in
both directions and verify the rod hoist drive
does not operate.

-
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!/ 6.2.101 Release the Bridge Control Handle and verify the bridge
s t op s.

/ 6.2.102 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle to RIGHT slightly (in
slow) and hold. While the trolley is moving right:

/ 6.2.102.1 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle in both
directions and verify the bridge drive does not

| operate.

/ 6.2.102.2 Rotate the Fuel Hoist Control Handle in both
directions and verify the rod hoist drive does
not operate.

/ 6.2.102.3 Rotate the Rod Hoist Control Handle in both
directions and verify the rod hoist drive does
not operate.

/ 6.2.102.4 Press the J0G UP or J0G DOWN pushbuttons on the
fuel hoist pendant station and verify the fuel
hoist drive does got operate.

/ 6.2.102.5 On the Rod Hoist Pendant station rotate the
Inner Mast and Rod Gripper selector switches in
both directions and verify the rod hoist drive
does not operate.

/ 6.2.103 Release the Trolley Control Handle and verify the trelley

s t ops.

/ 6.2.104 Rotate the Trolley C6ntrol Handle to LEFT slightly (in
slow) and hold. While the trolley is moving left:

/ 6.2.104.1 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle in both
directions and verify the bridge drive does not

,

operate.

/ 6.2.104.2 Rotate the Fuel Hoist Control Handle in both,

| directior.s and verify the fuel hoist drive does
not operate.

.

/ 6.2.104.3 Rotate the Rod Hoist Control Handle in both
directions and verify the rod hoist drive does
not operate.

/ 6.2.104.4 Press the J0G UP and J0G DOWN pushbuttons on the
fuel hoist pendant station' and verify the fuel
hoist drive does not operate.

/ 6.2.104.5 On the rod hoist pendant station rotate the
Inner Mast and Rod Gripper selector switches in

,

both directions and verify the rod hoist drive'

does not operate.
'

--
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/ 6.2.105 Release the trolley control handle and verify the trolley
s t op s.

/ 6.2.106 Rotate the Fuel Eoist Control Handle LEFT slightly (in
slow) and hold. While the fuel gripper is lowering:

/ 6.2.106.1 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle in both
directions and verify the trolley drive does not
operate.

/ 6.2.106.2 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle in both
directions and verify the bridge drive does not
operate.

/ 6.2.106.3 Rotate the Rod Hoist Control handle in both
directions and verify the rod hoist drive does
not ope rate.

/ 6.2.106.4 On the rod hoist pendant station rotate the
Inner Mast and Rod Gripper selector switches in
both directiors and verify the rod hoist drive
does not operate.

/ 6.2.106.5 Press the J0G UP and J0G DOWN pushbuttons on the
fuel hoist pendant station and verify the hoist
speed does not change.

/ 6.2.107 Release the Fuel Hoist Control Handle and verify the hoist
s t op s.

/ 6.2.108 Rotate the Fuel Hoist Control Eandle RIGHT slightly (in
slow) and hold. While the fuel gripper is raising:

/ 6.2.108.1 Rotate the Trolley Control Handle in both
directions and verify the trolley drive does not
ope rate.

| /___ 6.2.108.2 Rotate the Bridge Control Handle in both
I directions and verify the bridge drive does not

operate.
.

/ 6.2.108.3 Rotate the Rod Hoist Control Handle in both
directions and verify the rod hoist drive does
not operate.

.

/ 6.2.108.4 On the rod hoist pendant station rotate the
Inner Mast and Rod Gripper' selector switches in
both directions and verify the rod hoist drive
does not operate.

!

/ 6.2.108.5 Press the J0G UP and J0G DOWN pushbuttons on the,

I fuel hoist pendant station and verify the hoist
speed does not change.

_ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . .
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/ 6.2.109 Release the Fuel Hoist Control Handle, when the hoist stops
verify the " FUEL GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" light (GREEN)
is illuminated.

/ 6.2.110 Center the crane over the core.

/ 6.2.111 Turn the Bridge Control Bandle to REVERSE slightly (in
slow speed) until the bridge drive stops and release the
handle.

[ / 6.2.112 Place the " BRIDGE REVERSE INTERLOCKS BYPASS" switch (TS-3)
in the "0N" position and verify the " BRIDGE INTERLOCKS
BYPASSED" light (RED) illuminates.

/ 6.2.113 Bump the Bridge Control Handle to REVERSE and verify the
bridge drive operates.

/ 6.2.114 Place the " BRIDGE REVERSE INTERLOCKS" bypass switch (TS-3)
in the "0FT' position and verify the Bridge Interlocks
Bypassed light (RED) goes out.

/ 6.2.115 Turn the Bridge Control Hand 5e to FORWARD slightly (in
slow speed) until the bridge drive stops and release the
handle.

/ 6.2.116 Place the " BRIDGE FORWARD INTERLOCKS" bypass switch (TS-4)
in the "0N" position and verify the " BRIDGE INTERLOCKS
BYPASSED" light (RED) illuminates.

/ 6.2.1 17 Bump the Bridge Control Handle to FORWARD and verify the
bridge drive operates.

/ 6.2.118 Turn the Bridge Control Handle to REVERSE and verify the
bridge drive does not operate.

/ 6.2.119 Place the " BRIDGE REVERSE INTERLOCKS" bypass switch (TS-3)
! in the "0N" position.

/ 6.2.120 Turn the Bridge Control Handle to REVERSE and center the
bridge over the core.

.

/ 6.2.121 Place the " BRIDGE FORWARD IhTERLOCKS" and " BRIDGE REVERSE
IhTERLOCKS" bypass switches in the "0FT' position and
verify the " Bridge Interlocks Bypassed" light
out.

~

(RED) goes

/ 6.2.122 Turn the Trolley Control Handle to LEFT slightly (in slow
speed) until the trolley drive stops and release the
handle.

/ 6.2.123 Place the " TROLLEY IhTERLOCKS BYPASS" switch (TS-5) in the
| "0N" position and verify the " Trolley Interlocks Bypassed"
| light (RED) illuminates.

i

| ~
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/ 6.2.124 Bump the Trolley Control Handle to LEPT and verify the
trolley drive operates.

/ 6.2.125 Turn the Trolley Control Handle to and RIGHT center the
trolley over the core.

/ 6.2.126 Place the " TROLLEY INTERLOCKS BYPASS" switch (TS-5) in the
"0FF" position and verify the " Trolley Interlocks
Bypassed" light (RED) goes out.

/ 6.2.1 27 Index the fuel mast on the "X".

/ 6.2.128 Turn the Bridge Control Handle to FORWARD, move the crane
East of the missile shield and release the handle.

/ 6.2.129 Turn the Trelley Control Handle to LEFT and RIGHT and
verify the trolley drive does not operate.

/ 6.2.130 Index the bridge on the upender.

/ 6.2.131 Turn the Trolley Control Handle to RIGHI slightly (in
slow) until the drive stops.

/ 6.2.132 Turn the Bridge Control Handle to REVERSE in slow until
i the drive stops.

/ 6.2.133 Turn the Bridge Control Handle to FORWARD in slow until
the drive stops.

/ 6.2.134 Turn the trolley control handle to LEFT or RIGHT slightly
(in slow) to index fuel mast on "I" (upender) to' move the(

bridge toward the load test fixture.

/ 6.2.135 Index the fuel mast over the load test fixture.

/ 6.2.136 Lower the fuel gripper onto the load test fixture.

/ 6.2.137 Verify the " FUEL GRIPPER LOWLOAD" light (BLUE) is illuminated.

/ 6.2.138 ENGAGE the fuel gripper onto the load test fixture and
verify the " FUEL GRIPPER ENGAGED" light (GREEN) is

j illuminated.

/ 6.2.139 Depress fuel J0G UP pushbutton until Dillon indicator

reads 2800f. " FUEL GRIPPER OVERLOAD" light (RED) comes ON
and hoist stops.

/ 6.2.140 Attempt to raise fuel gripper with Hoist Control Handle.

| Hoist does not operate.
1
'

/ 6.2.141 Turn the " FUEL GRIPPER OVERLOAD BYPASS" switch (TS-1) to
j " BYPASS", " FUEL GRIPPER OVERLOAD BYPASSED" light (RED)

comes on.

'

_ . _ _.__ . .. _ __ u __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
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/ 6.2.142 Depress the fuel JOG UP pushbutton momentarily until hoist
stops in up direction. LS-15 (fuel gripper overload backup).

/ 6.2.143 Dillon should read 3200f to 3400f.

/ 6.2.144 Mount the handwheel and release the fuel hoist brake.

/ 6.2.145 Using the emergency handwheel, load the hoist until the
Dillon meter reads 6000f.

| / 6.2.146 Using the emergency handvheel, unload the hoist until the
Dillon meter reads <3200f and > 2800#, verify LS-15 (Fuel
Gripper Overload Backup) closes.

/ 6.2.147 Reengage the motor brake and remove the emergency hand-
wheel from the hoist.

/ 6.2.148 Unload the hoist using the pendant station until the
Dillon meter reads <2800f,

/ 6.2.149 Verify the " FUEL GRIPPER OVE,RLOAD" light (RD) goes "OUT".

/ 6.2.150 Place the " FUEL GRIPPER OVERLOAD BYPASS" switch (TS-1) in
the "0FF" position, verify the "0VERLOAD BYPASS" light
(RG) goes "OUT".

/ 6.2.151 Press the fuel J0G DOWN pushbutton until the hoist stops
and verify the " FUEL GRIPPER LOWLOAD" light (RED) is
illuminated.

/ 6.2.152 DISENGAGE the fuel gripper and verify the " FUEL GRIPPER
DISENGAGED" light (OPAL) illuminates.

/ 6.2.153 Raise the fuel gripper until the hoist stops and verify
the " FUEL GRIPPER UP DISENGAGED" light (GREEN) is illuminated.

/ 6.2.154 Index the rod mast over the load test fix:ure.

/ 6.2.155 Lower the rod gripper onto the load test fixture.

i

/ 6.2.156 Verify the " ROD GRIPPER LOWLOAD" (BLUE) and " Rod . Inner'

Mast Lowload" (BLUE) lights are illuminated.

/ 6.2.157 ENGAGE the rod gripper onto the load test fixture and
verify the " ROD ENGAGED" (GREEN) and " LATCH RETRACTED
(AMBER) lights are illuminated.

/ 6.2.15 8 load the rod hoist by turning the Rod Gripper Jog Switch
to "UP" until the hoist stops. The rod dillon should read
approximately 800f.

/ 6.2.159 Continue loading the rod hoist by turning the ROD GRIPPER
J0G SWITCH to "UP" until the hoist stops at approximately
1200f to 1300f. " ROD HOIST OVERLOAD" indicating light
(RED) should be illuminated.

- -_ .
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/ 6.2.160 Turn the " ROD HOIST OVERLOAD BTPASS" (TS-7) to "0N" position.

/ 6.2.161 Control ROD GRIPPER OVERLOAD BYPASSED" indicating light
(RED) vill be illuminated.

/ 6.2.162 Rotate rod gripper J0G selector switch to UP, hoist over-
load backup switch S-4 stops hoist.

/ 6.2.163 Dillon vill read 1500# to 1600t.

/ 6.2.164 Mount the emergency handwheel and release the rod hoist
brake.

/ 6.2.165 Load the rod hoist by turning the handwheel to 3000# on
the Dillon. Verify the " ROD GRIPPER OVERLOAD" (RED) light
stays illuminated above 1300f.

/ 6.2.166 Unload the rod hoist by turning the handwheel until the
" ROD INNER MAST LOWLOAD" light (BLUE) illuminates. Verify
the " Rod Cripper Overload" light (RED) goes out when the
load is less than 1200f. ,

/ 6.2.167 Set the " ROD HOIST OVERLOAD BYPASS" (TS-7) to "0FF"
position. Verify centrol " ROD GRIPPER OVERLOAD BYPASSED"
indicating light (RED) goes "OUT".

/ 6.2.168 Engage the rod hoist brake and remove the handwheel and
store in its designat ed storage location.

/ 6.2.169 Turn the rod GRIPPER JDG SWITCH to down until the hoist
stops and verify the " ROD GRIPPER LOWLOAD" light (BLUE) is
illuminated.

/ 6.2.170 DISENGAGE the rod gripper and verify the " ROD GRIPPER
DISENGAGED" (OPAL) and " LATCH EXTENDED (OPAL) lights are
illuminated .

/ 6.2.171 Raise the rod gripper until the hoist stops a:i verify the
" ROD GRIPPER UP FIRST STAGE" light (GREEN) is illuminated.

|
/ 6.2.172 Note section completion of Enclosure 10.3.'

7.0 RCC CHANGE FIXTURE

7.1 Inf M al Conditions

/ 7.1.1 The functional checks of the Fuel Transfer System, and
Reactor Building Manipulator Crane have been completed per
section 5.0 and 6.0 of this procedure.

/ 7.1.2 The dummy fuel assembly with the dummy RCC insert is in
the Reactor Building upender per OP/0/A/6550/04 (Fuel and
Component Handling).

~

__
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.
7.2 Procedure

'
,

,

Date/ Initial,
,

? .

9 ''
-/ 7.2.1 Lower the revolving stop by moving the operating handle

J located on the drive mechanism mounting plate to the back
,

'
of its guide sleeve. Rotate 90 to lock in place.

~/ 7.2.2 Loosen the shaf t clamp on carriage drive mechanism and
'

rotate the positioning handle of the carriage drive
mechanism to move the carriage west along the tracks until.

the carriage stop contacts the stationary stop at the endi
,

. -

i of the tracks.

i / 7.1.3 Ensure that the carriage is now cleared from under the
guide tube and in position to be loaded with the dummy
fuel assembly by the manipulator crane.

/) 7.2.4 Tighten the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.a -

NOTE: Each time the carriage is positioned, the shaft
cla=p should be tightened to prevent movement of
the carriage during changing operations.

/ k7.2.5' Using the manipulator crane, transfer the dummy fuel
,' - ' assembly into the East carriage compartment.

' / 7 . 2.tr Loosen the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.
I -*
'

*j / 7.2.7 Release the revolving stop operating handle to allow the

|
- step to return to the vertical position.

,

l
; / _ 7.2.8 Move the carriage East under the guide tube by turning the
|

'

't carriage positioning handle until the first carriage stop,

f '+ contacts the revolving stop. The dunny fuel assembly isp -e -

I now located directly under the guide tube and in position
for removal of the dummy RCC Element.

/ i.2.9 ' < Tighten the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.

47.2.10 Actuate the gripper hoist "DOW" pushbutton to lower the/ ;

gripper thru the guide tube.

/ 7.2.11 Release the gripper hoist "DOWN" pushbutton when the
s; ripper is approximately l' above the RCC female coupling.

i - / T.2. 2 2 Position and hold the pneumatic selector valve located
on the drive mechanism mounting plate to energize the*-

}, gripper piston (disengaged).

/ (7.1i13 Depress the gripper hoist "DOWN" pushbutton to lower the'

,

/ gripper..

/ 7 . 2 .1'4 4 Er ure the Limit Switch stops the gripper hoist when the

((
, ?, 4 r; ripper is seated.

//! ~ ;
6 ! /v KOTE: Observe the gripper hoist cable during lowering.

' ' " Slack Cable" will indicate that flexure fingerss

j ! T -
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have entered the top of the dummy RCC Element
and that the gripper is seated.

Date/ Initial

/ 7.2.15 Release the pneumatic selector valve to deenergize the
gripper piston (Engaged) .

NOTE: This vill lock the flexure fingers in a radially
extended position and the dummy RCC Element will
be ready for removal from the dummy fuel assembly.

/ 7.2.16 Actuate the gTipper hoist "UP" pushbutton to lif t the gripper
and dummy RCC Element thru the guide tube. Ensure the limit
switch on the hoist stops the gripper at a proper elevation
to clear the du=my RCC Element from the change fixture racks.

NOTE: The bottom of the dummy RCC Element should be
inside the guide tube when the limit switch
stops the hoist.

/ 7.2.17 Lower the revolving stop by moving the operating handle
located on the drive mechan (sm mounting plate to the back
of its guide sleeve. Rotate 90 to lock in place.

/ 7.2.18 Loosen the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive' mechanism.

/ 7.2.19 Move the carriage East along the tracks by turning the
carriage positioning handle until the first carriage stop
has traveled past the location of the revolving stop.

/ 7.2.20 Release the revolving stop operating handle to allow the
stop to return to the vertical position.

,

/ 7.2.21 Continue moving the carriage East until the middle carriage
; stop contacts the revolving stop. The RCC Element storage

compartment is nov located directly below the guide tube.
|

/ 7.2.22 Tighten the shaf t clamp on carriage drive mechanism.

/ 7.2.23 Place the du=my RCC Element in the storage compartment by
actuating the gripper hoist "DOWN" pushbutton to lower the,

gripper and RCC element thru the guide tube.

/ 7.2.24 Ensure the limit switch stops the gripper at the low
limit. Observe the gripper hoist cable during lowering.
" Slack Cable" will indicate seating 'of the dtunmy RCC
Element.

.

/ 7.2.25 Position and hold pneumatic selector valve to energize the
gripper (Disengage) .

/ 7.2.26 Raise the gripper with the gripper hoist "UP" pushbutton.

; / 7.2.27 When the gripper is lif ted free of the RCC Element release
' the pneumatic selector valve and continue raising the
i

1

- _ . . ~- -= ~0
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gripper hoist until the entire gripper is within the guide
tube. Ensure the limit switch stops the hoist at the
proper elevation.

Date/ Initial

/ 7.2.28 Lower the revolving stop by moving the operating handle
located on the drive mechanism mounting plate to the back
of its guide sleeve. Rotate 90 to lock in place.

/ 7.2.29 Loosen the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.

/ 7.2.30 Turn the positioning handle of the carriage drive mechanism
to move the carriage West along the tracks until the
carriage stop contacts the stationary stop at the end of
the tracks. The carriage is now cleared from under the
guide tube.

/ 7.2.31 Tighten the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.

/ 7.2.32 Remove the dummy fuel assembly from the East compartment
and place it in the West compartment using the Reactor
Building manipulator crane ,

' / 7.2.33 Loosen the shaf t clamp on the carrf .ge drive mechanism.

/ 7.2.34 Turn the positioning handle of the carriage until the
first carriage stop passes the revolving stop.

/ 7.2.35 Release the revolving stop operating handle and continue
moving the carriage east until the middle carriage stop
contacts the revolving stop. The storage compartment
containing the dummy RCC Element is now directly under
guide tube.

/ 7.2.36 Tighten the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.

/ 7.2.37 Actuate the gripper hoist "DOWN" pushbutton to lower the
gripper thru the guide tube.

/ 7.2.38 Release the "DOWN" pushbutton when the gripper is approxi-
mately l' above the RCC female coupling.

/ 7.2.39 Position and hold the pneumatic selector valve to energize
the gripper piston (disengage).

/ 7.2.40 Depress the gripper hoist "DOWN" pushbutton.

/ 7.2.41 Ensure the limit switch stops the gripper hoist when the
gripper is seated.

/ 7.2.42 Release the pneumatic selector valve to deenergize the
gripper piston (Engaged).

/ 7.2.43 Actuate the gripper hoist "UP" pushbutton to lif t the gripper
and dummy RCC Element thru the guide tube. Ensure the Limit

. - - . .
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Switch stops the gripper hoist at a proper elevation for
the dummy RCC Element to clear the change fixture racks.

Date/ Initial

/ 7.2.44 Loosen the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.

/ 7.2.45 Lower the revolving stop by moving the operating handle
located on the drive mechanism mounting plate to the back
of its guide sleeve. Rotate 90 to lock in place.

/ 7.2.46 Move the carriage East until the middle carriage stop has
traveled past the revolving stop.

/ 7.2.47 Release the revolving stop handle and continue moving the
carriage east until the carriage stop contacts the
revolving stop. The du=my fuel assembly is now directly
below the guide tube containing the dummy RCC Element.

/ 7.2.48 Tighten the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.

/ 7.2.49 Actuate the gripper hoist "DOWN" pushbutton to lower the
gripper and the dummy RCC Element thru the guide tube.

NOTE: Observe the gripper hoist cable during lowering
" Slack Cable" will indicate the seating of the
du=my RCC Element into the dummy fuel assembly.

/ 7.2.50 Ensure the Limit Switch stops the gripper hoist when the
dummy RCC Element is properly placed in the dummy fuel
assembly.

/ 7.2.51 Position and hold the pneumatic selector valve to energize
the gripper piston (Disengage).

/ 7.2.52 Actuate the gripper hoist "UP" pushbutton to raise the
gripper thru the guide tube.

,

/ 7.2.53 When the gripper is lif ted free of the dummy RCC Element,
release the pneumatic selector valve and continue raising
the gripper hoist. Ensure the Limit Switch steps the
hoist at the proper elevation. '

'

/ 7.2.54 Lower the revolving stop by roving the operating handle
located on the drive mechanic mounting plate to the back
of its guide sleeve. Rotate 93" to lock in place.

/ 7.2.55 Loosen the shaft clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.

, / 7.2.56 hove the carriage West along the tracks until the carriage
| stop contacts the stationary stop at the end of the tracks.

/ 7.2.57 Tighten the shaf t clamp on the carriage drive mechanism.

/ 7.2.58 Remove the dummy fuel assembly containing the dummy RCC
i Element with the Reactor Building manipulator crane.

_. .-_
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/ 7.2.59 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.

8.0 COMMUNICATIONS

8.1 Initial Conditions

/ 8.1.1 The following lighting panelboards are energized:

/ 8.1.1.1 For Unit 1;

/ 8.1.1.2 For Unit 2;

8.2 Proc edure

/ 8.2.1 Verify the following 120VAC power circuit breakers to the
fuel handling intercomm system (ECG) are closed:

/ 8.2.1.1 For Unit 1: Lighting Panelboard

/ 8.2.1.2 For Unit 2: Lighting Panelboard

/ 8.2.2 Connect the sound powered ph'one headsets to the following
ECG stations, and establish two-way communication between
all five (5) stations:

/_ 8.2.2.1 Spent Fuel Pool Manipulator Crane Bridge.

/ 8.2.2.2 Reactor Building Manipulator Crane Bridge.

/ 8.2.2.3 Fuel Transfer System (Reactor Side Console)

/ 8.2.2.4 Fuel Transfer System (Pit Side Console)

/ 8.2.2.5 Control Room (Reactor Control Panel)

.
/ 8.2.3 Verify that each station transmits and receives in a

| clear audible signal.

/ 8.2.4 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.

9.0 FUEL HANDLING TOOLS -

9.1 Initial Conditions

/ 9.1.1 The functional checks have been performed on the overhead
fuel building crane, new fuel elevator and spent fuel pool
manipulator crane per sections 3.0, 4.0 of this procedure
and OP/0/A/6550/02 (Overhead Fuel Handling Crane).

/ 9.1.2 The dummy fuel assembly is in the spent fuel pool.

9.2 Westinghouse Spent Fuel Handling Tool

, -._ _ _ . _ __..._..___...- .
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/ 9.2.1 Attach the Spent Fuel Handling Tool to the east auxiliary
hoist of the SFP Manipulator Crane.

/ 9.2.2 Align the handling tool over the dummy fuel assembly.

NOTE: Insure that the operating handle is in the "UP"
(disengaged) position and the orientation pin on
the tool is in the SW corner, opposite the
identification number on the top nozzle of the

i dummy fuel assembly.

/ 9.2.3 Slowly lover the tool and guide the two locating pins into
the holes in the dummy fuel assembly top nozzle.

/ 9.2.4 Once the tool has bottomed on the assembly, move the
operating handle to the down position (engaged) and insert
the locking pin.

/ 9.2.5 Slowly raise the dummy fuel assembly approximately 1 foot .

/ 9.2.6 Slowly lover the dummy fuel assembly until the fuel assembly
is down in the rack and the cable is slack.

/ 9.2.7 Release the Spent Fuel Handling Tool from the dummy fuel
assembly by removing the locking pin and moving the handle
to the "UP" position; replace the locking pin.

/ 9.2.8 Slowly raise the handling tool being careful that the fuel
assembly has been released.

/ 9.2.9 Repeat =teps 9.2.2 through 9.2.4.

/,,,_,S.2.10 Slowly raise the dummy fuel assembly. Verify the Limit
Switch on the aexiliary hoist stops the assembly at the,

proper elevation (top of assembly 10' below water).'

1

/ 9.2.11 Repeat steps 9.2.6 through 9.2.8.

/ 9.2.12 Move the Spent Fuel Handling Tool to its storage location.

/ 9.2.13 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.
I
! 9.3 Burnable Poison Rod Assembly (BPRA) Handling Tool

/ 9.3.1 Verify the Spent Fuel Building Doors are closed.

/ 9.3.2 Verify the Spent Fuel Pool water elevation is at least
598' (598' 4 3/4" normal operating level).

/ 9.3.3 Verify that Health Physics and the Reactor Engineer have
been informed of the Burnable Poison Rod Handling Tool

functional check.

>
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/ 9.3.4 Attach the BPRA Handling Tool to the Auxiliary Hoist on
the East side of the Spent Fuel Pool Bridge.

(/ 9.3.5 Locate the SFP-Manipulator Crane above the fuel assembly
or rack insert' designated by the Reactor Engineer.

/ 9.3.6 confirm that the relative orientation of the two large
guide holes in the fuel assembly top nozzle or insert (NW
& SE corners) are in agreement with the two guide pins on
the handling tool.

/ 9.3.7 With the tool handle in the " UNLATCHED" position slowly
lower the tool and guide the two guide pins into the large
guide holes in the fuel assembly top nozzle or insert.

/ 9.3.8 Lower the tool to the fully seated position.

NOTE: If the tool is not properly seated, the BPRA
cannot be engaged by the gripper sleeve.

/ 9.3.9 Observe that the bubble in the circular level mounted on|
s

the top plate is contacting some portion of the targer.

CAUTION: Do not attempt to engage or withdraw the BPRA
unless the tool is level as indicated by the
bubble.

/ 9.3.10 Disengage the pawl from the winch gear by moving the
; spring loaded pawl arm to the lef t while grasping the
, winch handle.
l
l

/ 9.3.11 Manually turn the winch handle slowly in the "DOWN"
direction until the suspended load is of f the winch. This

, can be determined by slack in the cable.
,

/ 9.3.12 Shif t the handle to the "LATC3" position. The gripper has
now engaged the holddown bar of BPRA.

/ 9.3.13 Manually turn the winch handle slowly in the "UP"
direction and observe that the rods are passing freely
through the closed comb assemblies.

.

/ 9.3.14 Continue turning in "UP" direction until the BFRA'is fully
withdrawn into the tool and a significant resistance is
felt in turning the vinch handle,

CAUTION: Immediately stop applying ' rotational force and
lock pawl into gear teeth.

/ 9.3.15 Using the auxiliary hoist on the Spent Fuel Pool Bridge,
raise the tool until the top limit switch stops the hoist.

I
/ 9.3.16 Lower the tool and guide the two guide pins into the large

guide holes in the fuel assembly or insert.

.

~ ~'
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/ 9.3.17 Lower the tool to the fully seated position.

NOTE: If the tool is not properly seated the BPRA
cannot be inserted properly.

/ 9.3.18 Observe that the bubble in the circular level mounted on
the top plate is contacting some portion of the target.

CAUTION: Do not attempt to insert a BPRA into a fuel
assembly or rack insert unless the tool is level
as indicated by the bubble.

/ 9.3.19 Disengage the pawl from the winch gear by moving the
spring loaded pawl arm to the left while grasping the
vinch handle.

/ 9.3.20 Manually turn the vinch handle slowly in the DOWN
direction to feed the bottom ends of the poison rods irto
the fuel assembly or insert until the BPRA bottoms. This
can be determined by slack it, the cable.

/ 9.3.21 Shif t the handle to the "UNLkTCHED" position. The BPRA is
now disengaged from the tool.

/ 9.3.22 Manually turn the vinch handle in the "UP" direction until

all four comb assemblies have been tripped to the closed
position.

!

| / 9.3.23 Visually check to insure that the BPRA has been released
! from the tool and is in place in the fuel assembly or rack

inse rt .

/ 9.3.24 Using the auxiliary hoist on the Spent Fuel Fool Bridge,
raise the handlin6 tool until the top limit switch stops
the hoist.

.

/ 9.3.25 Move the handling tool to desired location.

/ 9.3.26 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.

9.4 RCC Thimble Plug Handling Tool

/ 9.4.1 Verify the Spent Fuel Building Doors are closed.

/ 9.4.2 Verify that the designated fuel assembly containing a
thimble plug, used for this functional test is in the
Spent Fuel Pool.

/ 9.4.3 Verify the handle for the thimble plug handling tool is in
the " Released" position.

!
'

!
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/ 9.4.4 Suspend the RCC Thimble Plug Handling Tool and valid '

calibrated spring scale from the East Auxiliary Hoist of
the Spent Fuel Pool Manipulator Crane.

/ 9.4.5 Carefully center the tool over the fuel assembly containing
the RCC Thimble Plug and ensure that the tool is in the

proper orientation in relation to the top nozzle.

/ 9.4.6 Slowly lower the tool and guide the locating pins into the
fuel assembly top nozzle.

/ 9.4.7 Fully insert the locating pins into the top nozzle holes
and continue lowering the tool until fully seated as seen
by the slack cable.

/ 9.4.8 Rotate the operating handle to the " ENGAGED" positios and
slowly raise the thimble plug high enough to clear the
fuel assembly.

CAUTION: Do not exceed the drag limits per Enclosure
10.1.

/ 9.4.9 Slowly lower the tool and carefully guide the locating
pins into the fuel assembly top nozzle holes and continue
lowering the tool; this will permit the thimble plug to
enter the fuel assembly.

/ 9.4.10 Continue lowering the tool until it reaches its bottom
stop as seen by the slack cable.

/ 9.4.11 Rotate the operating handle to the'" RELEASED" position.

/ 9.4.12 Slowly raise the tool and visually insure that the Thimble
; Plug has been released from the tool.
1

/ 9.4.13 Move the RCC Thimble Plug Handling Tool to its storage
location.

/ 9.4.14 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.
'

9.5 New RCC Assembly Handling Tool

/ 9.5.1 Place the dummy fuel assembly containing the Dummy RCC in
the new fuel elevator.

NOTE: Must use Bypass Key. to bypass fuel assembly
weight in elevator for next step.

/ 9.5.2 Raise the new fuel elevator to its " Full Up" position.

/ 9.5.3 verify the 2500f spring scale is available with calibration
sticker date valid.

/__ _ 9.5.4 Attach the New RCC Assembly Handling Tool and 2500# spring
scale to the Auxiliary Hoist of the Overhead Fuel Building
Crane.

. .

. _ _ . . . .
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/ 9.5.5 Center the tool over the dummy fuel assembly containing
the dummy RCC. 1

/ 9.5.6 Slowly lower the tool until it is three to four (3 to 4")
inches from the entering dusmy RCCA spider's female coupling.

/ 9.5.7 verify that the operating handles are in the full up
(disengaged) position.

/ 9.5.8 Continue lowering the tool slowly into the dummy RCC until
the cable just begins to become slack, then stop.

/ 9.5.9 Engage the tool into the dummy RCC by moving the operating
handle to the "Down" position.

s

/ 9.5.10 Slowly raise the dummy RCC about one foot (1 ft.) then
lower it back into place.

CAUTION: Do not exceed drag limits per Enclosure 10.1.

/ 9.5.11 Disengage the tool from the dummy RCC by moving the
operation hendles to the "UP" position.

/ 9.5.12 Slowly raise the tool verifying that the dunny RCC is
disengaged from the tool.

/ 9.5.13 If new RCC Handlirs tool got wet, hose down with Demin.
water and vipe dry. Remove tool and scale from hoist;
place in clean poly bags and return to storage.

.

/ 9.5.14 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.

| 9.6 New Fuel Handling Tool

/ 9.6.1 Place the dummy fuel assembly in the new fuel elevator.;

|

NOTE: Must use Bypass key to bypass fuel assembly
weight in elevator for next step.

/ 9.6.2 Raise the new fuel elevator to its " Full Up" position.

; / 9.6.3 Verify the 2500f spring scale is available with calibration

i sticker valid.

/ 9.6.4 Attach the spring scale and new fuel handling tool to the
SFP Manipulator Crane East Auxiliary Roist. Verify the

i

safety screw on the side of the tool is turned "OUT" and'

the operating handles are in the "UP" position.

/ 9.6.5 center the tool above the dummy fuel assembly and slowly
lower the tool and guide the two locating pins into the
holes in the dummy fuel assembly top nozzle block. '

.

1
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/ 9.6.6 Once the tool has bottomed on the dummy fuel assembly,
pull out the operating handles, move them to the "DOWN"
position and turn the safety screw "IN" (locked position).

/ 9.6.7 Raise the dummy fuel assemoly approximately rvo (2) feet
while monitoring drag load,

CAUTION: Do not exceed the drag limits per Enclosure
10.1.

/ 9.6.8 Lower the dummy fuel assembly back into the new fuel
elevator.

/ 9.6.9 When the dummy fuel assembly has bottomed out, turn the
safety screw on the New Fuel Handling Tool "OUT" and pull

the operating handlas and pull them to the "UP" position.out

/ 9.6.10 Slightly jiggle the New Fuel Bandling Tool to make sure it
has unlatched from the du=my fuel assembly and operate the
hoist to remove the handling tool from the fuel assembly.

/ 9.6.11 If New Fuel Handling Tool got wet, hose down with Demin.
Water and wipe dry. Remove tool and spring. scale from
hoist; place in clean poly bags and store.,

/ 9.6.12 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.

9.7 B & W Spent Fuel Bandling Tool -

/ 9.7.1 Verify B & W du==y fuel assembly is in spent fuel pool.

/ 9.7.2 Visually and mechanically verify the tool is in good working~' ' '''~

order, particularly engagement locking fingers.

/ 9.7.3 Attach the 3 & W spent fuel handling tool to the East
auxiliary hoist of the SFP manipulator crane.

.

I / 9.7.4 Align the handling tool over the B & W dummy fuel,

assembly.
|

CAUTION: Assure cable, supporting the tool is directly in
line ith the fuel assembly.

/ 9.7.5 Verify that the operating handle is,in the "0 PEN" position.

/ 9.7.6 Slowly lower the tool into the fuel assembly.

/ 9.7.7 When the tool is fully seated on the fuel assembly move
the operating handle to the " CLOSED" position. The
assembly is now ready to be lif ted.

i

0
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PREPARAT. ION FOR REFUII.ING - -
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'

ENCLOSURE.10.1
,

'
,

*

. . ' ,:'- - ;: .. . ...
- --

.

TUEL ASSEMBLY AND INSERT WEIGHTS AND ASSOCIATE DRAG FORCES
,,

_

'

. .3
-

. .. -

.

. , . ..
_

1. Westinghouse Fuel Assembly Weight Without Insert 1467 Lbs.
2. Full Length RCC Weight . 149 Lbs.
3. Maximum Allovable Drag Force of Full- .

or Partial Length RCC in Fuel Assembly 15 Lbs.
4. Burnable Poison Assembly Weights:

20 BP 44 Lbs.
16 BP 38 Lbs.
12 BP 32 Lbs.
10 BP 29 Lbs.

9 BP 28 Lbs.
5. Primary Source Assembly Weight 45 Lbs.
6. Secondary Source Assembly Weight 42 Lbs.
7 Maximum Allowable Drag Force cf BP,

Pri=ary Source, or Secondary Source
,

in Fuel Assembly. 10'Lbs.
8. Thimble Plug Assembly Weight 14 Lbs.
9. Maximum A11ovable Drag Force of

~ """ - ~ ~' ~ ~ ~

.
-

Thimble Plug Assembly' in Fuel '
Assembly. 65 Lbs.

10. Fuel Assembly Drag Force Limit 5 0 1.bs ,
11. B&W Fuel Asse=bly Weight Without lasert 1550 Lbs.
12. B&W Control Rod Assembly Weight 132 Lbs.
13. B&W Axial Power Shaping Rod Assembly Weight 55 Lbs.
14. B&W Burnable Poison Rod Assembly Weight 60 'Ss.
15. B&W Thimble Flug Assembly Usight 15.5 Lbs.

.

l

.

5

e

6

$

'
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/ 9.7.8 Slowly raise the dummy fuel assembly. Verify the limit
switch on the auxiliary hoist stops the assembly at the
proper elevation. (top of assembly 10" below water).

CAUTION: Do not exceed drag limits per Enclosure 10.1.

/ 9.7.9 Slowly lower the dummy fuel assembly until the cable is
slack.

/ 9.7.10 Release the handling tool by moving the operating handle
to the "0 PEN" position.

'

/ 9.7.11 Slowly raise the handling tool being careful that the
assembly has been released.

/ 9.7.12 Move the spent fuel handling tool to its storage position.

/ 9.7.13 Visually and mechanically verify that the tool is in good

working order, particularly engagement locking fingers.

/ 9.7.14 Note section completion on Enclosure 10.3.

10.0 ENCLOSURES

10.1 Fuel Assembly and Insert 'Jeights and Associated Drag Forces

i 10.2 Readout Record
|

| 10.3 Equipment CheckoutfCertified for Use
.

I

t

I

|

.
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EQUIP.ENT CHECKOUT / CERTIFIED FOR USE

The following signed of f steps indicate that the applicable section has been
co=pleted and that this equipment is ready for use for all its intended functions
except as documented by procedure change and excluding equipment malfunction
and repairs. Malfunctions and repair (s) of equipment shall not prevent use of
equipnent for intended functions which are not directly impaired by a malfunction
and repair. Following repairs, the entire section need not be recompleted. But
the proper function (s) of the repaired part(s) should be checked by an individual
cognizant of the repair (s) and the proper functioning of the repaired component (s).
Except for specific re-check (s) following repair, equipcent checked under this
procedure will not require rechecking prior tc use, until six (6) months af ter
completion of the last checkout of that equipment. Only equipment which is
planned to be used needs to be checked out.

Unit

DATE BY SUPERVISOR.

SECTION/ EQUIPMENT COMPLETED (INITIAL) SIGNATURE

3.0 New Fuel Elevator

4.0 Spent Fuel Manipulator Crane ~

'

5.0 Fuel Transfer System

6.0 Reactor Bldg. Manipulator Crane
,

.

7.0 RCC cnange Fixture
..

8.0 Co=munications

9.2 Westinghouse Spent Fuel Handling
Tool

9.3 Burnable Poison Rod Assembly
Handling Tool

9.4 RCC Thichle Flug Handling Tool

9.5 New RCC Assembly Handling Tool

9.6 New Fuel Handling Tool*

9.7 E & W Spent Fuel Handling Tool

.

...
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PREPARATION FOR REFUELING
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ENCLOSURE 10.2

READOUT RECORD
,

Step 3.2.8 Load Cell Readout
Step 4.2.71 Dillon Readout
Step 4.2.112 Dillon Readout
Step 6.2.56 Fuel Dillon Readout

By Date

.

t

,
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